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Minutes
National Executive Council
Meeting of:

27th meeting of the National Executive Council of the National Union of
Students

Place:

Camden Centre, Judd St, London WC1H 9JE

Date and time:

Wednesday 20th November 2013, 11:00

Members
present:
Zones

Liberation

Sections

Toni Pearce (President & Chair)
Joe Vinson and Amy Smith (Further Education)
Dom Anderson (Society & Citizenship)
Raechel Mattey and Nosheen Dad (Union Development)
Colum McGuire (Welfare)
Aaron Kiely & Malia Bouattia (Black Students)
Hannah Paterson & Jawanza Ipyana (Disabled Students)
Sky Yarlett & Finn McGoldrick (LGBT)
Kelley Temple & Tabz O’Brien Butcher (Women’s)
Daniel Stevens (International Students)
Josh Rowlands & Emma Barnes (Mature & Part Time Students)
Anna Chowcat & Amy Gilligan (Postgraduate Students)

Nations

Stephanie Lloyd (NUS Wales)
Rebecca Hall (NUS-USI)

Block

Rosie Huzzard, Rhiannon Durrans, Harry Fox, Peter Smallwood, Charles Barry,
Jessica Goldstone, Marc McCorkell, Kirat Raj Singh, Edmund Schluessel, Chris
Clements, Jeni-Marie Pittuck, James McAsh, Paul Abernethy, Ben Dilks.

Apologies:

Hugh Murdoch, Fergal McFerran, Matt Stanley, Robert Foster, Rhiannon Hedge,
Gordon Maloney, Jeni-Marie Pittuck, Kirat Raj Singh, Arianna Tassinari, Chantel
Le Carpentier, Paul Abernethy.

Absences:
In attendance:

Amy Davies, Ben Kernighan, Alex Jones, Graeme Wise, Meg Evans, Lucy
Hawthorne, Debbie McVitty, Hannah Charnock, Hilary Carter, Shareen Lamour,
Sebastiaan Debrouwere.

1. Introductory & Administration
1.1
Toni Pearce (TP) opened the meeting and welcomed new members to NEC. It was noted that
the Strategic Plan item had been moved to the start of the meeting. (Item 1.3)
1.2

Apologies were noted.

1.3
Graeme Wise introduced a presentation on NUS’ new Strategic Plan which members of NEC
discussed and gave feedback on. It was noted that the strategic plan consultation is ongoing and
that NEC members will have further opportunities to be involved in future meetings
1.4

There were no conflicts of interests declared.

1.5

Minutes of the meeting held on 17th September 2013.

Change NUS HQ to TUC Congress Centre
Mark McCorkell wasn’t there for the Syria vote but is included in the minutes.
Add Ben Dilks to the attendance list.
Remove Rachel Wenstone from the attendance list
The minutes were approved.
1.6

Matters arising from the minutes

Charles Barry (CB) asked for clarity on what the scrutiny role is for Block of 15 members. TP noted
that in terms of Zones, Block members provided scrutiny for those Zones.
Edmund Schluessel (ES) asked whether this meant Block members should be attending the
committees for their allocated Zones. TP clarified that Block members did not have to do this but it
might be useful for Block members to receive the agendas for those Zones.
Tabz O’Brien Butcher (TOBB) asked if 2nd place Zone members and Block members were both doing
scrutiny, why do both roles exist. TP and Rachel Wenstone (RW) both clarified that the role of the
2nd place Zone member was more about helping with the delivery of the Zone work, as well as
scrutiny whereas the role of Block is to provide scrutiny.
2. Reports and accountability
2.1 Presidents’ Priorities
Toni:
Report was taken as read; TP added the following:
Peter Smallwood (PS) asked for an update on meetings with Liberal Democrat, Labour and
Conservative conferences in terms of fringes but also meetings with individual ministers.

TP updated on her experience at Liberal Democrat conference and a positive meeting with Julian
Huppert MP. She also met with Simon Hughes briefly about work on free and subsidised transport
for FE students. Nick Clegg also announced the extension of Free School Meals to students going
into FE colleges.
TP reported that the fringe NUS ran with the Guardian went well.
At Conservative Party Conference, TP ran a fringe with Million+ which went well. Had a meeting with
Andrew Selous about the Private Member’s Bill on information sharing for those in education or
training. Also met with Chloe Smith MP about the lobbying bill.
TP clarified that she did not attend Labour Party Conference
On affiliation fees, there is a general move to lowering affiliation fees for members. NUSSL are
buying back shares from students’ unions with the aim to lower affiliation fees. The deadline is
December for buying back shares.
Sky Yarlett asked why TP hadn’t included a trip to Israel paid for by UJS in her most recent report.
TP responded that she includes all activity up to the date of submitting the report and as such would
be including it in her next report. SY also asked for TP to report back on the trip and a breakdown of
expenses incurred. TP responded that the reason for her going on the trip is to get a better
understanding of the conflict and the impact of this on students on campuses in the UK. TP clarified
that there was no cost incurred to the organisation by her going on this trip.
Additionally, TP noted that she felt that she was open and honest in her relationship with factions.
SY asked if TP and others who went on the trip would be willing to write an accountability report on
the trip and give details on an itinerary which TP said she was willing to do.
CB asked about the KPIs – it was clarified that because the Trustee Board had fallen after NEC this
month so will be submitted at the next meeting. CB also asked about the priority motion. It was
clarified that DPC had agreed to move the priority motion deadline until after Christmas to avoid a
rush around motions.
CB asked about the Policy Development Convention. He asked who made the decision to have a
PDC, who could be held to account and how much it is costing. TP clarified that the decision had
been made in order to make the organisation more efficient in terms of developing policy. The
review of the Policy Cycle is property of DPC. There is a separate budget for this but the convention
will streamline the five Zone meetings that would happen anyway and it was confirmed that the
funding for the event not coming from the National Conference budget. It was clarified that in the
past we have had an all day meeting for the newly elected zone committee members, the change
this year is that we have invited NEC members to come too
Tom Flynn (TF) asked for an update on TP’s meeting with Liam Byrne, the shadow HE minister. TP
updated NEC on some of the things that she talked about, including the New Deal for the next
generation Education priorities, and reiterating NUS’ stance on the previous proposal of £6,000 fees
Josh Rowlands (JR) asked why Sections and Liberations committee were not included in the Policy
Development Convention. TP noted that this was because the PDC was about developing policy from

the Zones. Finn McGoldrick (FMCG) commended the efforts of staff for Liberation campaigns to be
included in the policy cycle.
Policy Review presentation will be presented at the next NEC for information.
James McAsh (JM) asked why there were no meetings with Trades Unions in the report. TP clarified
that she and her team had been meeting regularly with Trades Unions to discuss joint work and
industrial action in Higher Education.
2.2 Zone Convenors gave updates on their areas of work.
Joe Vinson:
Report was taken as read but Joe Vinson (JV) updated on some other areas of work:
JV gave an update on the UCU strike. UCU has balloted FE staff in England and they will be joining
the strike on December 3rd.
JM asked about progress on Pound in Your Pocket for FE. JV clarified that internal planning meetings
had taken place to discuss the future of student maintenance support in FE with a view to
campaigning activity in the new year.
PS asked about JV’s experience at Labour Party conference. JV met with shadow ministers with
particular interest and portfolios in Further Education. PS also asked for feedback on FE Zone
Conference and how he felt this went. JV responded that he thought the new format worked really
well and the feedback was positive.
CB asked about JV’s workplan and the motion of no confidence against Michael Gove. JV clarified
that this was an oversight to be included in the workplan but had given Michael Gove five
opportunities to engage with NUS and he has refused so far. PS noted that he had had dinner with
Michael Gove last week and talked about engagement with NUS. JV and PS to meet to talk about
this.
Rachel Wenstone:
Report taken as read.
Chloe Smith – Resigned from her ministerial post since then but was unable to give any clarification
about funding for unions. TP updated on the lobbying bill in terms of her position on the Commission
for Civil Society. Represents around 65 non-governmental organisations. Published a report on the
bill and has since achieved a pause on the Lobbying Bill. The commission will be using the six week
pause to gather more evidence from charities and NGOs. Aiming for the removal of part two from
the bill.
Dom Anderson noted some public perceptions that he had heard on the lobbying bill and the
unpopularity around it. PS asked about what work was being done with backbenchers on both sides.
TP noted the benefit of the Commission covering such a broad spectrum in terms of certain groups
targeting certain decision-makers.

HE in FE funding – Gave an update that this is coming from the HEFCE-funded Student Engagement
Partnership Unit and provides funding for projects which seek to improve the experience of students
studying HE courses in FE.
Amy Gilligan (AG) asked about what else is being done on the Student Loanbook being privatised, in
addition to gaining assurances from all three main parties. RW responded that it was quite a difficult
position as keeping in government ownership could mean terms and conditions could be under
threat. If the sale happens, the government can write into the terms of sale that terms and
conditions cannot change and that legislation to allow this had passed in the last government.
Rosie Huzzard (RH) asked what can be done to raise awareness around the people that this could
impact on. RW believed that NUS had to keep talking about it and keep it in the press.
JM noted that he believed that for the sale to happen, the terms and conditions would either have to
change in order to be more favourable or it would be undersold.
TF asked about postgraduate widening participation activity. Postgraduate funding activity from
HEFCE has just given out £40million to universities to match fund postgraduate funding. RW noted
that NUS is quite closely involved with a running of a number of these projects.
CB asked about policy papers with FE Zone; RW waiting to pass policy through NEC which is on the
agenda this meeting before writing the policy papers. Also asked about what’s happening in terms of
cuts to access. RW talked about the work NUS is doing in terms of enabling students’ unions to
lobby for better access provision. TOBB praised the work RW had been doing.
PS asked RW about Zone conferences; RW reported that she was really proud of how Zones went
and that it was great to get people in the room deliberating policy. RW also noted that she really
proud of Women in Academia panel.
Dom Anderson:
DA now sits on the Environmental Association for Universities and Colleges board and talked about
how this is advancing the Ethical and Environmental agenda within institutions.
DA also released the Living Wage report which is based on FOI requests from HE and FE institutions
across the UK and presented the Scotland-specific report last week.
Also doing some work with Celtic football clubs around working conditions and zero-hour contracts.
JM asked about Individual Voter Registration and what work was being done around that. DA met
with Chloe Smith, Electoral Registration Officers and the association of University Registrars to
discuss this matter. DA is also in continuing conversations with the Cabinet Office. TP added that she
felt like it would mean NUS would have to rise to the challenge of voter registration and could work
with the Association of Colleges as well to get more people registered.
AG asked about community organisers. DA talked about the recruitment of the assistant community
organisers and also updated on the We are the Change event and how successfully it went.
ES asked about Nigerian student killings and if any progress had been made in engaging with
student groups that. DA talked about the complexity of getting information on this area but is keen
to work with the Black Students Campaign.

PS asked about Zone conferences. DA talked about how he was proud of how they went, especially
in terms of the number of people standing for elections. PS also asked about unpaid internships.
HRMC has responded that it will be starting to enforce on this issue more which DA welcome. PS
also asked about work we’re doing around the crisis in the Philippines. DA said that at this time,
whilst NUS sent solidarity to student groups in the Philippines, NUS should be supporting fundraising
efforts and lobbying the government to send aid.
DA noted what work was being done around Voter Registration in FE and that it was essential for FE
students to get involved in this area of work.
CB asked if NUS was a Living Wage Accredited employer. TP confirmed that NUS paid the London
Living Wage and was very close to being accredited as a Living Wage organisation.
Raechel Mattey:
Report was taken as read but Raechel Mattey (RM) updated on a couple of areas of work.
RM talked about the progress that was being made on Pan-London representation and has made a
commitment to meeting all students’ unions in London who want to meet. RM has gained positive
feedback from these meetings.
RM is currently doing a Private Providers Pilot in terms of helping them support representation in
private providers and will be able to report back more in the near future.
RM noted how proud she was of Zone Conference in terms of the largest gathering of apprentices at
the conference and how apprentices were shaping the creation of the National Society of
Apprentices.
CB asked about what NUS are doing to help the University of London Union and whether RM was
talking to ULU in terms of the pan-London representation. RM confirmed that she felt it was up to
London students’ unions on what their stance should be.
RH asked about what discussions RM has had with the University of London. RM has raised concerns
with UoL in terms of student representation in the review process and what representation
structures should be. RH added that she felt NUS should be supporting ULU. RM noted that she was
due to meet with the ULU president so did not want to pre-empt that meeting but felt NUS was in a
difficult position when some of its member students’ unions have explicitly said that they do not
want NUS to campaign against the closure of ULU.
Mark McCorkell (MM) asked for an update on BUCS. RM has met with BUCS in terms of collaboration
and cited Scottish Student Sport as an example of that. RM talked about some of the work students’
union officers had been doing in making BUCS more member-led and democratic.
Colum McGuire
Report was taken as read but CMG added a couple of areas of work.
CMG noted that he had also attended the Israel trip and would report back as per the discussion
earlier.

Noted some issues with Student Finance and that NUS would be represented on the Student Loans
Company Stakeholder group meeting to raise these.
Speaker talk – CMG became aware of a speaker tour around several UK Universities of Mufti Ismail
Menk who is known to have spoken with homophobic views in the past. We contacted and supported
all the students' unions affected, and soon become aware the tour was cancelled by the organisers.
Interfaith week – NUS has given out money to 20 SUs including almost half FE unions.
Housing research to be launched in the next couple of weeks.
Rosie Huzzard (RH) noted that earlier in the year, she had spoken to her trade union about the SLC
and the pressure on staff at SLC and what NUS’s stance would be on that. RH also asked about what
work was being done about the NHS and talked about work that had been done with medical
students and their student societies. CMG talked about work being done around health services in
general and the work HE Zone is also doing on NHS and students on professional courses.
PS asked about Zone Conference and the Student Mental Health Summit. CMG reported back that
he thought it went really well. Also noted the differences between the Zones in terms of policy
formation and how Zones could learn from each other. CMG talked about the Student Mental Health
Summit and how successful it was and the tangible outcomes that will come out of the summit.
PS also asked about the Private Members Bill about private landlords. CMG noted that he had been
doing some work on this already and had met with Clive Best to talk about it and is making some
progress on.
Amy Smith (AS) asked about the FE pilot project for sex and relationship education. CMG noted that
NUS was collaborating with Brook on this and how students’ unions can lobby for better provision of
sex and relationship education. Finn McGoldrick asked about what aspects of that work was LGBT.
CMG noted that the project did not specifically focus on sexual health but sex and relationship
education. CMG to speak to FMCG and SY about how this can link with the LGBT campaign.
5.1 Priority Work
The section on Priority Work was moved up the agenda due to time constraints. NEC split into three
areas to discuss the priority work.
2.3 Liberation priorities were outlined to note
Black Students Campaign
The report was taken as read and to note.
Main priority is organising Black Students Winter Conference and Diane Abbott will be the keynote
speaker.
Aaron Kiely (AK) organised the Student Assembly against Austerity and also has done a lot of work
around the National Day of Action.
The Anti-Racism Anti-Fascism committee has started to organise event in early February themed
around the European Elections.
AK submitted to the Stop and Search consultation.

He also spoke at a Race Equality conference.
AK has made a submission to the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Race in Higher Education on
attainment.
Disabled Students Campaign
The report was taken as read and to note.
Hannah Paterson (HP) discussed both the Save our NHS demo and Student Mental Health Summit
which she felt were really successful events.
Disabled History Month starts on Friday and there will be lots of activities launched around the
month. December 3rd is International Day of Disabled People and there will lots of activities around
that day.

LGBT Campaign
The report was taken as read and to note.
Project partners have been selected for the LGBT research projects. SY and FMCG extended thanks
to RW for building capacity for the research to take place within the HE team.
LGBT Officers have had meetings with the Government’s Equalities Commission.
SY highlighted that next week is HIV testing week and noted the 1st December as World AIDS Day.
SY also thanked other liberation officers for the work around the Liberation Activist Days that took
place recently.
Women’s campaign
The report was taken as read and to note. Kelley Temple updated on a few areas of work.
The Anti-Racism Anti-Fascism (ARAF) committee took place yesterday.
Abortion Rights conference this Saturday. KT will also be launching the briefing on keeping
campuses pro-choice.
The strategy on lad culture will be launched in early January.
KT also made a comment on Lily Allen’s new video and the importance of intersectionality.
KT noted the Telegraph’s report into the ‘gender problem’ in UCAS which focusses on the fall in the
number of men going to university.
2.4 Sections report:
Daniel Stevens:
DS has been doing a lot of work around the Immigration Bill and the impact of on International
Students – lots of work on housing rights, NHS charges for International Students, border controls
and attendance monitoring.
CB asked about what is being done on attendance monitoring. DS reported that the ISC campaigned
on this issue last year and NUS had gained assurances from the Home Office that certain attendance
monitoring procedures are too stringent and have gone far beyond Home Office requirements.

Amy Gilligan and Anna Chowcat:
AG had a meeting with UCU about the NUS Postgraduate Employment Charter. Postgraduate
Committee will be meeting next week.
Emma Barnes and Josh Rowlands:
EB spoke at the launch of the Universities UK report into undergraduate part-time study in HE. JR
reported that the Child Free to Child Friendly work is being launched at FEstival.
2.5 Nations report:
NUS Wales – Stephanie Lloyd
Fund Further Fund Higher campaign is ongoing. Budget is still in its draft stage at the moment. Huw
Lewis has just announced a review into Higher Education funding in Wales, which NUS Wales will be
involved in.
NUS USI
RH talked about the FE training event that took place in Belfast; thanked JV for his attendance.
2.6 AK covered most of what happened at the ARAF committee in his report but also commented on
what the committee was planning for Holocaust Memorial Day.
2.7 Block of 15 feedback
CB – A lot of contact unions got in touch about a briefing that went out from NUS. TP apologised for
the briefing going out and the wording that was used, which has been communicated to unions.
ES – Struggling to gain feedback from contact unions about NEC papers and wondered if this was
the case for other members.
PS – Spoke to David Willetts at Conservative Party Conference about International Students and
Matthew Hancock about FE Students. PS also has gained a lot of feedback on Pan-London
Representation.
RW raised a point about the accountability of NEC members. She noted that JM had written a blog in
his capacity as an NEC member regarding the NUS full time officer trade union and that if NEC
members do this, then they should expect to be held accountable.
3. Organisation Reports
3.1 NUS UK Trustee Board minutes 18th September 2013 – Noted
3.2 The No Platform policy was noted.
3.3 Rachel Wenstone (RW) presented a paper on the Estimates process.

4. Proposals
4.1 Raechel Mattey (RM) presented the Terms of Reference and membership of E&E and
Communications and Membership Engagement committee groups. Following discussion, members
will be elected onto these committees via email rather than appointed.
5. Consultation
5.1 Priority Work: This item was moved up the agenda.
5.2 This item was moved to the start of the agenda.
6. Motions
Motion 1: 1984 Yes It’s a Genocide campaign
Speech For: Charles Barry
Speech against: No speech against
VOTE: PASSED
Motion 2: New Deal for the Next Generation
Speech for: Raechel Mattey
Speech against: None
VOTE: PASSED
Motion 3: Community Organising
Speech for: Dom Anderson
Speech against: None
VOTE: PASSED
Motion 4: A Higher Education sector that works for students
Speech for: Rachel Wenstone
Speech against: None
Parts on Resolves 2
Speech for Parts to be removed: Charles Barry
Speech against Parts being removed: Rachel Wenstone
Vote on parts to be removed: FELL (Resolves 2 goes into policy)
VOTE: PASSED
Motion 5: Tackling the rising cost of energy bills in our communities
Speech for: Colum McGuire
Amendment 5.1
Speech for: Edmund Schluessel
Speech against: None

Parts on removing Resolves 13
Speech for parts being removed: Finn McGoldrick
Speech against parts being removed: James McAsh
Vote on removing Resolves 13: TIED (4 abstentions)
At President’s discretion, parts move into the main motion.
Parts on removing Resolves 11
Speech for parts being removed: Chris Clements
Speech against parts being removed: Sky Yarlett
Vote on removing Resolves 11: Pass (Parts move into main motion)
Vote on amendment 5.1: PASSED
Speech against motion 5:
VOTE: PASSED
Motion 6: Students and Workers, unite and fight!
Speech for: Edmund Schluessel
Speech against: Chris Clements
Parts to remove Resolves 2 and part of Resolves 5
Speech for parts being removed: Steph Lloyd
Speech against parts being removed:
Vote on parts being removed: Passes (Parts are removed)
VOTE: PASSES
AOB:
No other business.

Action list:
Item

Action

Lead

1

Change location in previous minutes

ME

2

Remove Marc McCorkell from recorded vote

ME

3

Add Ben Dilks to attendance list

ME

4

Remove Rachel Wenstone from attendance list

ME

Deadline
Next
meeting
Next
meeting
Next
meeting
Next

Progress
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

meeting
Resolutions:
Motion 1
1984 Yes It’s a Genocide Campaign
Proposed by:

Kirat Raj Singh

Seconded by:

Charles Barry, James McAsh

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. From the night of the 31st October 1984 till the evening of the 3rd November 1984, 8,000
Sikhs were systematically targeted and killed across India with over 3,000 in the capital city
of Delhi alone (figures from Mishra Commission 1986)
2. The 2011 WikiLeaks cable leaks revealed that the United States was convinced of the
complicity of the then Indian government, calling it “one of the saddest and darkest moments
in recent Indian history” and approvingly quoting a commission report which found the Indian
government in power at the time responsible “for not just allowing them to happen, but
actively organizing the pogroms”.
3. In 2009 on the 25th Anniversary of the mass killings, Amnesty International said, “the various
agencies responsible for carrying out the investigations have failed to carry out the most
cursory of tasks – including recording eyewitness and survivor statements."
4. In 2011, Human Rights Watch an international non-governmental organisation that conducts
research and advocacy on human rights and has its headquarters in New York, reported the
Government of India had "yet to prosecute those responsible for the mass killing.”
5. That genocide, whether committed in times of war or in times of peace, is a crime under
international law and that as a working student body we should aim to educate and campaign
in order to halt and prevent any form of genocide now and in the future.
NEC Resolves:
1. To endorse the campaign undertaken by the National Sikh Students Alliance in conjunction
with the Voices for Freedom and Sikhs for Justice organisations which are asking the UN to
investigate the killings of Sikhs in 1984 and to declare it a genocide, as defined in Article 2 of
the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
2. To mandate the VP Society and Citizenship to formally write to the National Sikh Students
Alliance pledging the support of the NUS to the ‘1984 Yes It’s A Genocide’ Campaign.

Motion 2
New Deal for the Next Generation
Proposed by:

Toni Pearce

Seconded by:

Rachel Wenstone, Dom Anderson, Joe Vinson, Rebecca Hall, Finn McGoldrick,
Colum McGuire, Stephanie Lloyd

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. The next UK general election is due to take place on Thursday 7 May 2015, with local council
and European Parliament elections due to take place on Thursday 22 May 2014
2. At the 2010 general election, just 44 per cent of those aged 18 to 24 voted, compared 76 per
cent of the over 65s
3. The introduction of individual voter registration (IER) threatens to further reduce the number
of students and young people voting
4. The gulf in voting levels between the generations leaves young people losing out in policy
terms
5. This feeling of powerlessness and precariousness is increasingly common among the rising
generation, squeezed by global recession and biting financial pressures, uncertain about its
prospects and its future
6. Students in colleges and universities make up the majority of the next generation.
7. We too often feel let down by politicians who failed to speak on our behalf in a world where
the odds are already being steadily stacked against us
NEC Further Believes:
1. The Intergenerational Generation’s Fairness Index takes into account nine indicators that
most affect young people’s lives and outlook unemployment, housing, pensions, debt,
participation in democracy, health, income, the environment and education
2. With the Intergenerational Fairness Index set at 100 in the year 2000, it rose in its measure
of unfairness from 82 in 1990 to 129 in 2012, and the 2013 index shows that young people’s
prospects have again worsened in the last year due to rising unemployment and living costs
3. The evidence from Ipsos Mori public opinion polling shows more than two thirds of people
believe the UK government does not adequately consider future generations in the decisions
By championing students and students’ unions, unlocking our huge potential, and using our
individual and collective power, we have a golden opportunity now to come together and to
act on our own initiative to create a fairer, more prosperous society
4. it makes today, while only 5 per cent believe it considers them too much
5. NUS can build on existing public support for bettering the interests of the next generation
NEC Resolves:
1. To forge and campaign for a new deal for the next generation across the themes of education,
work and community
2. To welcome the signing of a new campaigning partnership between NUS and the Trades
Union Congress (TUC) and its identification of ten areas in which the student and trade union
movements will work together on in the year ahead
3. To work with external allies and partners to maximise voter registration and electoral
participation among young people and students to ensure their voices are heard

___________________________________________________________
Motion 3
Community Organising

Proposed by:

Toni Pearce

Seconded by:

Rachel Wenstone, Dom Anderson, Joe Vinson, Rebecca Hall, Finn McGoldrick,
Colum McGuire, Stephanie Lloyd

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. Communities are where students live and belong
2. Students and students’ unions are vital members of their communities, contributing through
volunteering, social action, clubs, societies and campaigning
3. The next general election is due to take place on Thursday 7 May 2015, with local council and
European elections due to take place on Thursday 22 May 2014
4. The general election will be won for students only if we get our communities on side
5. The evidence from opinion polling conducted by YouGov shows that colleges and universities
lag behind elderly care, the NHS, schools and police as public spending priorities
6. We will win support not merely by special pleading for students, but finding the issues that
unite students, workers, parents, families and the wider public, together in our communities
7. The student movement must be ready to talk about the issues that matter to the wider public
and ready to take action to have the biggest possible impact on those who are seeking
election, be they from any political party or none.
8. NUS and students’ unions are well positioned to build on our existing organising work,
including on ‘Activism’ and ‘I am the Change’
NEC Resolves:
1. To broaden and deepen our work with communities by creating new arenas for social action,
civic participation and democratic engagement by building effective campaigns for change
2. To deliver regional campaigns training and support for students’ unions to develop activists
and build skills for change across the student movement
3. To launch the ‘We Are The Change community organising academy
4. To build NUS’ community organising capacity at regional level across the UK
5. To develop 10 regional organising hubs focused on voter registration and critical policy issues

Motion 4
A higher education sector that works for students
Proposed by:

Rachel Wenstone

Seconded by:

Toni Pearce, Joe Vinson

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. In the absence of a Higher Education Bill for England the Westminster government has
introduced a number of regulatory changes in the higher education system including:
a. A new system of student number controls designed to enable institutions with higher
levels of demand to grow their student numbers

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

b. New processes for approval of specific courses designated for student support so that
more private and alternative providers can compete for students
c. A single operating framework for all higher education providers that receive public money
including through student loans or who hold degree awarding powers.
The operating framework at present does not include a requirement for institutions awarding
degrees or accessing student loan money to fund a students’ union or subscribe to the Office of
the Independent Adjudicator or to the Office for Fair Access.
From 2014 providers with courses designated for student support will be subject to controls on
their student numbers.
Significant risks identified in the new regime include:
a. A more competitive, marketised environment between different providers of higher
education characterised by increased spend on recruitment and marketing rather than
educational opportunity and learning and teaching, and rewards for institutions who are
well positioned to compete on reputation, prestige or price, none of which are an
adequate proxy for education quality.
b. A ‘race to the bottom’ in ensuring students are able to exercise what we consider to be
among their most fundamental rights including that of independent representation by a
students’ union and independent recourse for complaints and appeals.
c. Threats to specialist or less market-friendly providers or subjects which could lead to
significant course closures or institutional restructures or financial collapse, seriously
harming access to higher education and putting students’ education at risk.
The higher education operating framework for England as it is currently constituted does not
take sufficient account of these risks.
Participation of a range of different providers in the higher education system is not itself the
problem; the problem is constraints on student numbers, the destabilising effects of excessive
competition and the tolerance for predatory, for-profit providers who are accountable to
shareholders rather than students.

NEC Resolves:
1. To lobby for the sector to adopt the following as part of its regulatory codes:
a. The right of all students to independent representation by a students’ union, guild,
association or representative body
b. The right of all students to fair access and to have their financial and personal
circumstances to be taken into account at the point of application
c. The right of all students to independent recourse for complaints and appeals.
d. Protections for students in the case of course closure or institutional failure.
e. Recognition of the risks around regional provision and subject spread, and a means by
which those risks can be mitigated to ensure that a diversity of subjects will be available
to students in regions across England
2. To condemn education providers, organisations and individuals who exploit students in order to
extract profit from the provision of higher education for the benefit of shareholders or corporate
investors and condemn the sale of the Student Loan Book.
3. To adopt a principled position in favour of increases to student numbers during the next
Parliament so that expansion of the sector can meet demand in the system, recognising that
increase may well come in the form of more higher level vocational provision or flexible higher
learning opportunities rather than traditional full-time higher education.
4. To create a specific support offer for students’ unions that are having to deal with their
institution experiencing financial hardship, restructure or course closures, enabling them to make
good decisions that accurately represent their membership, protect students and support
institutional and subject sustainability.

Motion 5
Tackling the rising cost of energy bills in our communities
Proposed by:

Colum McGuire

Seconded by:

Rhiannon Hedge, Hannah Paterson, Rhiannon Durrans, Marc McCorkell, Fergal
McFerran, Jeni-Marie Pittuck, Paul Abernethy, Raechel Mattey, Rebecca Hall

Committees:

NEC

NEC believes:
1. UK energy bills are spiralling, with analysis from the TUC published in October 2013 showing
that gas and electricity prices have increased by 152 per cent over the last decade, four
times faster than inflation (38 per cent), even before energy companies’ recent rises have
been taken into account.
2. Four of the ‘Big Six’ energy companies have already announced steep, above inflation price
rises this year, with the others expected to follow suit.
3. NUS analysis shows that undergraduate students in England face an average shortfall
between available student support and the cost of living of £7,654 inside London and £7,693
outside London.
4. In 2012, NUS worked with Friends of the Earth to conduct a pilot survey the conditions of
students’ home during the winter months: 78% of respondents either agreed or completely
agreed that they felt uncomfortably cold at home over the winter: 82% have worn more than
one layer of clothing to bed, because it was so cold, 79% either turned the heating off or
hesitated to use it because they were worried about their bill, 67% have worn outdoor hats,
gloves and scarves in their own home to keep warm
5. The evidence increasingly shows that students are the invisible fuel poor and it is intolerable
that students are forced to choose between heating and eating.
6. Many tenancy agreements within the private rented sector restrict tenants from changing
utility companies without permission from the landlord, which is usually hard to gain.
7. The study “Precarious domesticities: energy vulnerability among urban young adults” by
Bouzarovski et al (2013) on houses in multiple occupancy (HMOs) in Selly Oak, Birmingham
shows a major factor in the invisibility of student fuel poverty is that many students do not
understand themselves to be in fuel poverty while still living in homes colder than
recommended for health.
8. Bouzarovski 2013 also found students in HMOs are already undertaking all possible measures
to reduce their energy bills and their energy consumption.
9. Bouzarovski 2013 concludes by calling for tighter regulation on landlords to improve heating
efficiency and a more pro-active role by universities in encouraging this, and also notes

student fuel poverty creates a vicious cycle depriving students in need of their collective
political voice.
10. The recent industrial dispute at Grangemouth refinery in Scotland showed a single individual
had the power to shut the plant down & threaten the “stability of the Scottish economy”.
11. The evidence from opinion polling by YouGov shows that there is supermajority support
among all layers of the population for nationalisation of utilities and other major areas of the
economy.
NEC further believes:
12. The point of NUS is to facilitate the collective political voice of students.
13. Consumer-side strategies for tackling fuel poverty are reaching a limit, especially as the
energy market in the UK is oligopolistic & in private hands and therefore barely publicly
accountable.
14. Energy companies' threatened “strike” against even a small proposed price freeze, coupled
with Grangemouth owner Ineos's blackmail of the Scottish government, show the energy
sector is being run irresponsibly in private hands.

NEC Resolves
1. To examine the effect on energy price rises on students and the effect on wellbeing, and the
prevalence of energy saving provision in student households.
2. To work with students’ unions and external allies to raise the profile of the issue of student
fuel poverty and its impact, and to link this to wider concerns about energy prices and fuel
poverty in our communities.
3. To explore how NUS and students’ unions can have a bigger influence on energy costs for
student homes locally
4. To build on the ‘Homes Fit For Study’ project to propose practical recommendations and
policy change to reduce the cost of student energy bills and address both the causes and
impact of fuel poverty in our communities.
5. To prepare material to offer to constituent members helping students determine whether
they are in fuel poverty & signposting them to NUS campaigns on the issue.
6. To call for increased environmental regulation of landlords on the basis of controlled rent to
ensure costs of improvements are not passed on to students.
7. To encourage students' unions and universities to use their dominant positions in local
housing markets to push for more environmentally-sound houses
8. To press on the national level for public ownership of the energy sector on a democratic, notfor-profit basis in order to reduce prices & improve the sustainability of the energy industry.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Emergency motion: Students and workers unite and fight!

Proposed by:

Edmund Schluessel

Seconded by:

Arianna Tassinari, Amy Gilligan, Matt Stanley, Aaron Kiely, Rosie Huzzard

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. People who work for our universities, from lecturers to library staff, are taking strike action
on 3 December. This is the second day of strike action that has been organised this term by
the trade unions UCU, Unison and Unite
2. The strike has been called over a 1% pay offer, which represents a real terms wage cut. This
comes after many years of declining wages. Academic staff have seen a real-terns pay cut of
13.8% since 2009
3. Many of the workers taking part in action will also tell you that their reasons for striking
include ever increasing work-loads, low-pay, casualistion, zero-hour contracts, bullying and
discrimination
4. Many students are among those who will be striking, including the many thousands who rely
on teaching and part time work to continue their studies
5. The strike on 31 October drew wide support from students, many of whom joined rallies and
pickets in support of those on strike.
NEC Further Believes:
1. The issues the strike relates to directly affect students. Under-paid, overworked and
undervalued staff are never going to be able to give students the best possible help and
support, however dedicated they may be
2. This strike is part of both the fight to defend education and to beat back the brutal austerity
policies that are seeing jobs destroyed, living standards decimated and the future for the
next generation snatched away
3. Strikes are the most powerful weapon working people have to fight to change things for the
better – they demonstrate the huge potential power of workers
4. For Students, this strike may be a minor inconvenience in the short-term, but the long term
damage that’s being done to education will have far more detrimental effects if it goes
unchallenged
NEC Resolves:
1. To stand in complete solidarity with workers taking strike action in our universities
2. To produce a leaflet for distribution on campuses, explaining why students should support
strikes and attend picket lines to bring support and solidarity
3. To make the campaign to support the strike a top item on the NUS website and use social
media networks to publicise it
4. To write to all students unions advising them to host joint public meetings with campus trade
unions in the run up to the strike to attempt to raise awareness of the issues and.

Report
President
Author:

Toni Pearce

Date Produced:

06/01/2014

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Education

Work
Community
Women in Leadership

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Postgraduate student support scheme launched in England
Secured agreement from BIS to begin work with UUK on a Framework for Partnership
Office of Fair Trading inquiry into UK Higher Education
Giving evidence to Department of Business Innovation and Skills on sale of the student
loan book and BIS funding black hole
Agreement from 157 Group to participate in independent FE complaints pilot; bid for
pump-prime funding to Vince Cable’s office currently being written in collaboration with
The 157 Group and the Office of the Independent Adjudicator (OIA)
Discussions advanced with UCAS on universal admissions system (FE and HE). UCAS have
confirmed that “UCAS Progress” will be better resourced in future, and are interested in a
further meeting to discuss FE admissions.
Scrapping of 24+ Advanced Learner Loans for apprentice
Speech at Association of Colleges Conference
Labour policy announcement to reinstate EMA replacement
Developing plans for summit (March), and developing tools for students’ unions to use
locally
Student experience of work research commissioned (January)
NUS/Bite the Ballot Community Organising residential for community organisers
11 regional Community organisers appointed
We Are The Change community organising conference
Women in Leadership Conference
Initial launch (gathering coaches and coaches) for “I Will.. Lead the Way” Coaching
programme (launch in Feb)

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation (select one)
FE Leaders – Officer Development Programme for FE officers
Policy Development Convention
Commission on Civil Society and Democratic Engagement – Production of 1st and 2nd report of the commission and a 6 week
pause of the bill achieved
Call for inquiry into policy violence at student protests in London

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Tristram Hunt MP Meeting

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Meeting with new Shadow Secretary of State for Education

Vince Cable MP Meeting

Meeting with Secretary of State for Business Innovation and Skills

Speech at Aoc Conference
Civil
Society
Commissioner

Commission

Meeting with Higher Education
Funding Council for England
Induction to the Board of the
Higher Education Academy

attended meetings and chaired evidence sessions
Meeting to discuss joint work on the collective student interest and the work of the
Partnership Unit

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Education

What I hope to achieve
Progress on real education objectives – developing campaign for the future of student
finance
Development of Employment Summit and Commission on the Future of Work
Supporting students’ unions to take action on Youth Unemployment
Charter for part time and temporary work in Students’ Unions
Support for students’ unions to lobby their institutions to become Living Wage
Lobbying on unpaid internships and underpaid apprenticeships
Developing student employer accreditation scheme
Development of We Are The Change voter registration pilots
Working with Universities UK and the Association of Colleges to include voter registration in
enrolment
Develop and launch “I will.. lead the way” Coaching programme
Diversifying elections case studies

Work

Community
Women

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Leeds University Union
Liverpool Hope SU
Liverpool SU
Liverpool Guild of Students
Cardiff SU
Swansea SU
FE Leaders & Festival
Union of UEA Students
Open forum event with
students at Association
College Conference

Purpose and anything to report on
Speaking at “Biggest Student Forum Ever” Event
visiting unions, providing support to sabbatical officers
visiting unions, providing support to sabbatical officers
training and campaigns events for FE Students’ Union Officers
Speaking on NUS priorities at student council
FE
of

Media engagement and external relations
Times Higher Education Awards
Stop targeting the poorest students – we need a loan system that works” (Toni Pearce comment)
i newspaper
University staff in second strike over 1% pay offer
BBC news online
Mandela tributes pour in from academia
THE
Nelson Mandela dead: Between a rock and a hard place for 27 years - imprisoned but never broken
The Mirror

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Dinner
at
Times
Education Awards

Further comment
Higher

Dinner and tickets to the ATP
tennis – Endsleigh
Visit to Israel and Palestine –
Union of Jewish Students

During November I was invited to join the Union of Jewish Students (UJS) on a trip to visit
Israel and the West Bank. UJS is the voice of 8,500 Jewish students in the UK and Ireland
and they work to provide for Jewish life on campus, combat anti-Semitism, and educate on
the Israel-Palestine conflict. The trip in November was attended by NUS and Students’
Union sabbatical officers from across the UK, and was facilitated by British-Israeli educator
Jeremy Leigh. The trip is a chance to explore the difficult issues around the IsraeliPalestinian conflict through visiting the territories and seeing the reality on the ground for
myself. Our delegation met with a wide variety of educators, activists and journalists to
learn more about the history of the conflict, prospects of future peace and reconciliation.
During this trip I visited historical and political sites in Jerusalem and the Old City; the Yad
Vashem Holocaust memorial museum, the Syrian and Lebanese borders, Ramallah, Tel
Aviv, Palestinian and Jewish settlements in the West Bank, Tent of Nations, representatives
of the PLO involved in the current peace negotiations, as well as the Hebrew University. I
feel that it was an important opportunity for me to improve my understanding of the
conflict in Israel and Palestine, as well as the wider Middle East, and to better understand

how this impacts on students on campuses in the UK. UJS sends out several delegations of
student leaders to the region every year, and as President of NUS I felt it was part of my
responsibility to better understand such a debated and sensitive topic as it affects many of
our students.

Report
Vice President (Further Education)
Author:

Joe Vinson

Date Produced:

06/01/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Discuss/Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Real Education Change
(Organisation Priority shared
with Toni Pearce, Rachel
Wenstone and Colum McGuire)
Fighting regressive
qualifications and curriculum
policy
#keepFEteachersqualified
Student Finance (working
jointly with the Welfare Zone)

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Met with UCAS CEO with Ben Kernighan. Discussions about a universal application system
were built on, and these will be picked up this month.
Now working with some exam boards to monitor and display the long-term effects of GCSE
and A-Level reform.
IfL have almost confirmed the details of the #keepFEteachersqualified pledge and this
should launch soon. The Labour Party have also now confirmed they will re-introduce
legislation to ensure FE teachers are qualified if they win the general election.
Final proposals for new financial support system in FE to be determined this month, with a
campaign launching shortly after.

Other achievements of my Zone
Achievement
FE Loans
Open letter on FE funding cuts

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
The Government announced the scrapping of 24+ Learner Loans for apprentices after a lot
of campaigning by students’ unions and others in the sector. Well done to all involved!
We’re going to continue to call for the system to be scrapped entirely.
We released an open letter to Matthew Hancock MP on the funding cuts to FE provision for
18 year olds. There has been lots of lobbying going on in the sector on this, and we’re
hoping for some movement soon.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
Release of 5 “voices” policy
position papers
Publication of 2 pieces of
research – one on GCSEs, one
on work experience
3 x meetings of student
commission on IAG
Learner Voice Quality
Framework (LVQF) website
launched

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Will be ready for NUS National Conference.
Interim research on GCSE and A-Level reform has been published.
The IAG student commission will be set up this year and we have already secured some
sector bodies that are willing to give evidence.
Not yet started.

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
FEstival NUS-USI (5-6th
November)
NUS Services Board Meeting
(14th November)
AoC Conference (19th – 21st
November)
Meeting with UCAS (28th
November)
Meeting with Education &
Training Foundation

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Trained FE officers and activists for two days in partnership with NUS-USI.
Attended the meeting.
Met with people from the sector and took part in the AoC Student of the Year Awards.
Met with UCAS CEO to discuss a universal application system.
Met with the ETF CEO to discuss my appointment to the board.

Policy Development Convention
(5-6th December)
FE Leaders (9 – 10th December)
FEstival (11th December)

Facilitated discussions between the NEC and Zone Committees on FE Zone policy, and also
participated in policy discussions for other zones.
Trained over 60 student officers in all things FE.
Over 100 student officers and students attended our FE campaign launch day with multiple
workshops on campaigns taking place across the organisation.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Key Performance Indicators
Attendance at events/meetings
Membership Engagement

What I hope to achieve
Launch the FE teacher quals pledge, be ready to launch the student financial support
campaign, recruit some students for the IAG commission.
TUC Presentation on gender and racial equality in apprenticeships, UCAS annual dinner,
ETF board meeting, meet with AoC.
Sussex Coast College SU, South Downs College SU + Lots more!

Membership Engagement
Member Union
28th November - College of
North West London

Purpose and anything to report on
Spoke at their Learner Voice Conference.

Media engagement and external relations
Media Outlet
None

Purpose and anything to report on

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
None

Further comment
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Vice President (Higher Education)
Author:

Rachel Wenstone

Date Produced:

12/01/2014

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
HE Regulation

Partnership
Access

Students’ Protections

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
We continue to lobby to ensure students’ unions are recognised in the regulation of HE,
and that students are protected, particularly where there are gaps in regulation. I spoke at
a workshop organised by the Regulatory Partnership Group (RPG) around a draft paper on
HE regulation, focusing on:
- establishing minimum standards of ‘student experience’ across the different types of
provider including access to independent recourse for complaints, public info standards,
clarity of arrangements in the case of course closure etc.
- arrangements to protect students in the case of institutional failure.
- ensuring that all students no matter the provider had access to a student union or
collective representation mechanism.
- collaborative and franchised provision should be looked at to ensure that it works and
students know what their entitlements are.
These recommendations will go to a meeting of the RPG in February.
Working with the re-formed Student Charters group on a ‘Framework for Partnership’. The
new group will focus on the role of student representation and induction in creating
meaningful partnership between students and staff.
On the 28th November 2012, HEFCE announced that the National Scholarship Programme
budget for 2014-15 had been cut by £100 million to £50 million, an expected cut brought
forward by a year. Over the following three weeks, we supported students’ unions across
England to lobby and campaign to bring around two key changes before the 16th December
revisions deadline – to encourage institutions to fill the gap left by the withdrawal of HEFCE
funding, and also to convert fee waivers to cash bursaries, getting more money directly to
students. Collectively, the 51 unions that NUS provided support have put over £28 million
into students’ pockets that was previously destined for fee waivers. We have literally taken
£28 million out of George Osborn’s back pocket.
We worked to collect evidence for the Officer of Fair Trading investigation into the impact
of the market on students. We submitted our consultation response before Christmas and
sent a copy round the jiscs.

Other achievements of my Zone
Achievement
European Students’ Union
Defend the Right to Protest

Zone policy to National
Conference
Autumn Statement

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
I attended the Board Meeting in Zagreb, Croatia with Kelley. It’s important for ESU to see
that we take their work seriously (which we do), and with a lot of thanks to Kelley, they
are taking our involvement seriously in return.
Worked to support the Cops of Campus Demo organised by London activists, dealing with
press and working with students in Sussex caught up in terrible disciplinary procedures.
We called on Boris Johnson for an inquiry into police tactics, and we are following this up
with Andrew Dismore, GLA members for the area where the policing took place.
Working to ensure that all the policy from Zone Conference and the Policy Convention is
brought together, so we can have two excellent zone proposals!
Dealing with the fallout from the announcement that the government will be lifting the cap
on student numbers, and the implications this has for funding, the sale of the loan book
and teaching quality.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
Launch of general election education manifesto
Democratic Institutions Research report released

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
June 2014
April 2014
Audit toolkit launched at Zone Conference

10 case studies developed of student officers as
educational change leaders
Health, social care and initial teacher research published
Arts education SU resource published
Induction report published
2 Guild HE events

March 2014
January 2014
Feb 2014
Autumn 2013 and Summer 2014
Held our autumn event and it was very successful!

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
12/11 NSS Steering Group
12/11 Meeting with University
Alliance
20/11 NEC Meeting
21/11 Neil Stewart Student
Experience Conference
22/11 NUS UK Trustee Board
25/11 TSEP Steering Group
29/11-02/11 European
Students’ Union Board Meeting
05-06/12 NUS Policy
Development Convention
06/12 TQSE Meeting
11/12 RPG Workshop
12/12 HEPISG Meeting
16/12 Meeting with Janet Beer
and BIS
16/12 Study UK Conference
16/12 House of Lord Select
Committee

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Attended and updated on NUS consultation
Met with Chief Exec to discuss their HE funding proposals

Spoke on a panel about partnership

The first full steering group meeting of The Student Engagement Partnership
In Zagreb, Croatia. We discussed, amongst other things, a strategy for the European
elections and antiracism and antifascism across Europe. We discussed so much, once we
discussed it until 2.30am.

Strategic Committee of the HEFCE Board. We discussed National Strategy for Access
Debated at a workshop about the future of HE regulation in England.
HE public information chat
Spoke about ‘Framework for Partnership’
Delivered a keynote address
Gave evidence on youth unemployment to EU subcommittee on internal markets and
employment

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
PGT Funding
Partnership
Arts education
Professional Education

What I hope to achieve
Continue to lobby for our loan scheme and work with the students’ unions of the
institutions that are given PSS money. Begin the conversation with our members of what
‘WP in postgrad’ looks like.
Set out what we’re asking for in terms of partnership and representation and see how this
can feed into the new Charters Group.
Begin work with membership on this – looking at a national campaign against arts cuts and
local support for arts students
Launch the research on students in professional education

Membership Engagement
Member Union
04/11 Chester Students’ Union
05-06/11 Aberdeen SU
07/11 Liverpool Guild
08/11 NUS Guild HE Event
13/11 UCLan SU
15-19/11 NUS USI

20/11
21/11
23/11
27/11

London South Bank SU
Huddersfield SU
UEA SU
Leicester SU

04/12
11/12
12/12
18/12
09/01

Loughborough SU
Cops Off Campus Demo
Surrey SU
Man Met SU
UJS Women’s Network

Purpose and anything to report on
Course Rep Conference – Spoke and delivered training
Spoke and delivered training at Course Rep Conference. Spent time with exec officers
Deliver campaigns training at ‘Champions for Change’
Twice-annual training event for small and specialist Unis and SUs.
Spoke on a panel, delivered training, and met some amazing student nurses
Held an HE policy day in Queen’s Belfast on 15/11 where we talked about opening up
education, other HE policy issues and delivered some training. Monday and Tuesday we
spent visiting SUs, including Ulster, Queens and Belfast Met. Spent time planning with
Rebecca around HE officer training.
Spoke at Course Rep Academy
Question and answer with politics society – it was a lot of fun!
Spoke and delivered a plenary session at course rep conference
Spoke and delivered training at their fantastic, student-organised ‘Working in Partnership’
Conference
Spoke at course rep conference
Spoke about assessment and feedback course rep assembly
Spoke at MMU Learning and Teaching Conference
Attended the launch. Drank some free wine.

Media engagement and external relations
28/11
28/11
10/12
19/12
10/01

BBC News 24
Newsnight
The Times
Radio 4, Today Program
Radio 4, PM

Student Loan Book
Student Loan Book
Report on ‘learner analytics’ (we’re sceptical)
UCAS Numbers
Youth perspectives on immigration (we think its great)

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Annual leave

3rd, 6th, 7th, 8th January
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Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Work, Community and
Women in Leadership
Priorities
Designing 10 Models of
student communities and
10 models of democracy
Pan London Representation

Women in LeadershipDiversifying unions elections

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
A number of the overall ‘A new deal for the next generation’ priorities will be
delivered through the UD zone (please see priorities update for more
information)
Research for the pilot unions has been completed with the final reports being
prepared. On the 14th of January we are holding a commission day with the pilot
unions to discuss the findings and allow unions to come up with potential
solutions.
A date has been set and communicated to London Unions for the first meeting of
NUS London on the 21st January where unions will elect a working group to take
forward the area. I will be able to provide a more detailed verbal update by next
meeting.
10 unions have piloted and are in the process of implementing new initiatives for
their elections. The reports on how successful these have been will be produced
in March with view to developing a report for unions to use.

NUS Charitable Services Report (to note)
Area
National Society of
Apprentices

Student Opportunities
(Work on Student Activities,
Volunteering, Sport, Media
and enterprise)

SUEI/ Quality Mark

Further comment
The national society has formally started it’s activity with the first (and very
exciting) meeting of the interim leadership team that reflects different types of
apprentice provision. The group are set to meet again in February to determine
membership options ready to invite members to join at the end of the month.
Activity is being prepared for apprentice week and national conference.
-4 student opportunities boot camps are taking place in January. The Student
Opportunities bootcamps have been designed for elected officers working in
clubs and societies, student volunteering, student fundraising, student media,
enterprise, and employability. We’re bringing you together to share problems
and ideas, reflect on your work and your role thus far, and spend some time
networking with fellow officers in Student Opportunities.
-Work to develop how we support student enterprise is starting this month
reviewing our previous enterprise project and scoping what funding pots are
available currently for this work.
-Preparations for student volunteering week are developing with funded activity
taking place in 10 unions.
Following on from the launch last term around 80 unions have signed up to the
quality mark. The final SUEI audits are taking place in the next month.

NUS Services Report (to note)
Area
Ownership

Further comment
In late December we reached the target of acceptances of the offer to buy the
NUSSL shares from over 90% of the union shareholders. We will purchase the
shares in January 2014 and communicate with the few (18 of 215) unions who
haven’t yet accepted, they have until January 28th to accept the offer.
In December we achieved the 90% target of shares returned by shareholder

unions.
Students have collectively saved in the region of £500,000 since the Coop
discount launched, with an exclusive new two year deal to be signed. Specific
work to happen in Scotland with the Extra taster card and ambassadors program.
Total NUS extra sales are currently +8% compared to last year
NUS extra sales for December 2013 were +80% compared to December 2012!
NUS extra sales to FE organisations are currently +16% compared to last year

NUS Extra

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Speech given at
Westminster Higher
Education Policy Forum on
Employability
We are the change event

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
The speech focused on the NUS priority of Employment rather than
employability, including talking about lack of jobs and under employment, bad
recruitment practices and pathways to employment.

Strategy days for both NUS
Services and NUS
Charitable services board
Launch of the ‘Step up to
Serve’ campaign
Women in Leadership
o
Conference

o
Policy Development
Convention
FE Leaders
FEstival

The event took place in Manchester focusing on community organising and
received very positive feedback. The next steps are to work with the regional
community organisers positions to have impact in those unions and
communities.
We held strategy days for both services and the charity to ensure that a strong
vision from all parts of the organisation was apparent in the development of the
new NUS strategy.
Attending the launch of the campaign in the Palace. The campaign aims are to
engage 50% of young people in social action by 2015.
This first of its event brought over 150 women, both staff and officers, together
to: Explore the importance of women’s leadership in the student movement,
Develop women’s leadership skills through a range of workshops and plenaries,
and provide strategies to overcome barriers for women in leadership!
(Possibly one of the best days of the year for me!)
Two days of planning and shaping zone proposals with the new zone committee
and NEC.
This new course was designed to bring the leaders of FE unions together to
understand and gain further knowledge of their role and the further education
sector. We are currently reviewing what training we provide for FE officers.
One day event exploring issues and the campaigns that unions can deliver. Over
100 delegates attended this event.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Bradford college SU
Bradford University SU
Stanmore College SU
Queens SU,
Ulster SU,
Belfast Met SU,
Stranmillis SU
Chester SU
Salford SU
South Downs College
Portsmouth University SU
Loughborough University SU

Purpose and anything to report on
To give a speech at their student council and talk through excellent work that is
happening with enrichment activity.
Meet the sabbatical team and to talk through different ways we can support the
union this year.
Pan London representation discussion and talks about NUS quality mark.
Visit to talk through priorities of the zone including how we could develop
specific activity to support unions in NI. Currently looking at the summer training
program and how we can subsidise NI to attend other events.
Referendum on NUS affiliation debate. Successful campaign with 89% yes to
NUS recorded.
Panel discussion at their course rep conference
Meeting with the executive to discuss campaign for a sabbatical apprentice and
priorities for the year.
Meeting with the officers around priorities of the zone.
Hosted a societies conference bringing together societies officers to discuss
specific issues.

Declarations:
WTA Tennis and Dinner with Endsleigh with Toni Pearce

Report
Vice-President (Welfare) – NUS Welfare Zone
Author:

Colum McGuire

Date Produced:

January 2014

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve/Discuss/Note

Priorities
Four key priorities:


Homes Fit For Study



Student Health



Winning on Welfare



Local Public Services

Priority area
Homes Fit For Study

Area of work
Private Rented Sector research

Homes Fit For Study

Guidance for students’ unions –
“Housing How To”

Homes Fit For Study

London Academic Forum
(London only)

Homes Fit For Study

OFT Guidance on Letting Agents

Winning on Welfare

Winning on Welfare publication

Winning on Welfare

Welfare representation

Student Health

SRE (sex and relationships
education) in FE project (FE
only)

Student Health

Alcohol impact

Student Health /
Local Public Services

Healthwatch engagement

Other work of the Welfare Zone

Progress
Ran the data collection period of the Homes Fit For Study research
– which gained over 7,000 responses from around the UK and
across HE and FE which is great. Data analysis period to come
over coming months and report launched in due course.
Continued to launch editions of “Housing How To” which continues
to have high uptake and positive response from the membership –
published 2 since the last NEC on campus rent negotiations and
guidance on external student housing companies.
We have successfully lobbied for proposals to go to the Mayor that
he include an affordability requirement for private providers of
student accommodation in the upcoming redrafting of the London
Plan. This has the potential to significantly bring down the current
average rent of £220.97 a week for direct let private
accommodation in London. Will be taking this proposal forward
and writing to Boris Johnson to lobby further shortly.
Responded to the Office of Fair Trading's proposed guidance for
letting professionals. The guidance looks at various elements
which may be considered unacceptable letting practices under
consumer law, looking at the full process of renting. NUS is
broadly supportive of this guidance, and has particularly
highlighted the need for improvements around the charging of
fees, the role of guarantors and the problem of early renting using
case studies from memberships as evidence.
After launching our Winning on Welfare publication at the end of
October we have continued to get copies out to students’ unions
and to work with them on supporting implementation. We’ve had
a great response so far and seen some really progressive and
exciting plans put in place by members.
We have been working with a handful of students’ unions who are
looking to put in a place a full time welfare (or equivalent) officer
in their students’ union.
A pilot programme has launched at several colleges across the UK.
We have been working with Brook to develop a brand for the
project, and also a portal that aims to empower the student voice
on issues relating to SRE.
We have created a proposal for NUS to launch a project
supporting students’ unions and institutions to do work on alcohol
impact among students. Having submitted our initial proposal to
the Home Office we have been working through it with them and
expect a final response from them very soon.
Begun working with Healthwatch to support students’ unions
engaging with the health agenda in their local area. More work on
this coming up in the next few months.

Area of work
Office for Fair Training inquiry
into sanctions on student debt
Muslim Women in Leadership
Welfare zone policy
development
24+ Learner Loans scrapped
Romanian & Bulgarian student
finance issues

Ratemash
UUK guidance

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
OFT have come to a close on their investigation now and we are expecting a full report
from them with recommendations to come at the beginning of February – watch this
space!
Worked with FOSIS and the NUS Women’s campaign to support running a Muslim Women
in Leadership event in November
Policy development has taken place with the welfare zone committee to submit policy to
National Conference on our two key themes ‘Homes Fit For Study’ and ‘Local Public
Services’
The Government announced the scrapping of 24+ Learner Loans for apprentices after a lot
of campaigning and lobbying by NUS, students’ unions and other sector bodies.
In November, BIS announced that the Student Loans Company would undertake an
evidence checking exercise for all Romanian and Bulgarian students claiming home student
support in England, and all EU students claiming this support if they studied in 'alternative
providers'. We have been working hard to get clear information out to students, SUs and
the sector and to communicate problems and student views back to the SLC and BIS.
Worked with students’ unions to support them in getting their students details on
Ratemash without their permission removed. We have been seeking legal advice at NUS on
this and looking at next steps.
We have been liaising with partners and students’ unions to offer advice and guidance in
respect of the issues that have arisen from UUK External Speakers guidance, specifically in
relation to a small section on gender segregation. We have been working to ensure the
needs and rights of all different groups are both balanced and represented and that the
conversation around this is framed in both a factual context and one free from prejudice.

Key Performance Indicators
KPI
9 x “Homes fit for study“ briefings produced
Leadership in welfare document produced
Mental health conference held with 80 delegates
PCC guide produced
24+ALL policy amended to exclude higher
apprenticeships
CPAG book written and distributed to SUs

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
4 briefings produced
Completed
Completed
TBA
Completed (massive win!)
Completed

Attendance at events/meetings (external only)
Event/Meeting
Guild HE – event between universities and
students’ unions - London
Unipol Codes training - Leeds

Date
8th November

Young Political Leaders - Israel
London Higher – Student Accommodation
event
Welfare Zone Committee - London

13th – 17th November
21st November

Meeting with Brook

28th November

National Codes Conference - London

29th November

Policy Development Convention Coventry
FE Leaders
FE Leadership

5th & 6th December

11th November

27th November

Details
Ran a session on Localism and the impact on students
in communities
Ran a joint event with Unipol for SUs on how to
understand and engage with student accommodation
regulation codes
See below as requested
Gave a speech and spoke on a panel at London Higher
event about student accommodation
First meeting of zone committee ahead of Policy
Development Convention
To discuss ongoing project on Sex and Relationship
Education
National conference of members part of the student
housing regulation codes – ran a session on getting
effective student feedback

9th & 10th December
11th December

At the last NEC it was requested I provide information on my trip to Israel and where we visited, which is below:
In November I was invited to join the UJS (Union of Jewish Students) on a trip to visit Israel and the West Bank. UJS is the
voice of 8,500 Jewish students in the UK and Ireland and they work to provide for Jewish life on campus, combat antiSemitism, and educate on the Israel-Palestine conflict. The trip was made up of a delegation from NUS and sabbatical officers
in Students’ Unions from across the UK – it was facilitated by British-Israeli educator Jeremy Leigh.
The difficult issues around the Israeli-Palestinian conflict are explored in the trip through visiting the territories and seeing the
reality on the ground for myself. Our delegation met with a wide variety of educators, activists and journalists to learn more
about the history of the conflict, prospects of future peace and reconciliation. During this trip I visited historical and political
sites in Jerusalem and the Old City; the Yad Vashem Holocaust memorial museum, the Syrian and Lebanese borders,

Ramallah, Tel Aviv, Palestinian and Jewish settlements in the West Bank, Tent of Nations, representatives of the PLO involved
in the current peace negotiations, as well as the Hebrew University.
It was a really good opportunity for me to improve my understanding on the conflict in Israel and Palestine, as well as wider
context in the Middle East, and felt it really important to better understand how this impacts on students on campuses in the
UK. UJS sends out several delegations of student leaders to the region every year, and particularly as my area of work often
deals with issues relating to faith and belief I felt it was a really useful exercise to better understand such a debated and
sensitive topic as it affects so many of our students.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Homes Fit For Study
Winning on Welfare
Student Health

Local Public Services

Other

What I hope to achieve

Detailed analysis from Homes Fit For Study research – begun to get ready to launch

Support students’ unions in their own elections to create a healthy narrative on welfare

Explore partnerships with Mind and other mental health agencies to keep up the momentum
of our work on mental health and its next steps

Launch sexual health portal with Brook for colleges looking to do work on sex & relationships
education

Successfully get funding for Alcohol Impact project and launch pilot phase

Support students’ unions to create effective wins in their own communities in this area of
work

Support students’ unions to engage with local work on health commissioning and win seats
in representative bodies

Run successful residential event for students’ unions of supporting good campus relations
with interfaith and belief

Find out final result of OFT inquiry – communicate this to membership with any required
recommendations

Progress area of work on Ratemash with a successful result

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Oxford University Students’ Union
Oxford Brookes Students’ Union

Date
13th December
13th December

Purpose and anything to report on
Visit and meeting with sabb team
Visit and meeting with sabb team

Media engagement and external relations
Media outlet
Huffington Post

Date
7th November

Purpose and anything to report on
Brief interview about payday loans

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Trip to Israel-Palestine - UJS

Further comment
Educational tour of Israel-Palestine by gift of Union of Jewish Students

Report
NUS Women’s Officer
Author:

Kelley Temple

Date Produced:

04/12/2013

Committees:

Women’s Committee

Action:

Scrutiny and Approval

Priorities
Main Priorities
Women and Leadership (High
Priority)

Progress
The 3 aspects of women in leadership work are: individual capacity (confidence, public
speaking skills etc.), structural barriers requiring structural solutions (fair
representation/reserving places for women) and changing organisational culture. The
message of the work is that in order to tackle women’s underrepresentation meaningfully
you have to do all three not just one or two.
Appointed Women in Leadership Assistant to complete the design of and deliver women
sabbatical mentoring scheme and developed mentoring programme to be intersectional
and ensure we have black/lgbt/disabled women as a focal point. Call for mentors and
mentees has went out to membership.
Women and Leadership conference took place on Thursday 28th November in Birmingham
with over 100 women and has had very positive feedback. Some people tweeted that it
was the best NUS event they had ever been to. They obviously haven’t been to women’s
conference ;)
Muslim Women’s Leadership Training in conjunction with FOSIS took place on Wednesday
13th November in Leicester. Feedback from the event was excellent including:
‘I have learnt the reality of campaigning and the importance of vision.’
‘I have more confidence in myself.’
‘I have learnt that being accessible, open and discussive will change views.’
‘I have learnt to empower others and stand for what I believe in.’
Jewish Women’s Leadership training in conjunction with the Union of Jewish Students
(UJS) is currently scheduled to take place in London on 19th February.
Staff Train the Trainer day took place on 3rd December and we trained 20 Student Union
Staff Members to take back to their unions how to start addressing the 3 prongs of the
women in leadership work.
Electoral Dysfunction Workshop addressing structural barriers and women’s
underrepresentation in the student movement at NUS UD Zone Conference was full and
indicative feedback was excellent.
I wrote a blog on why women should run for zone committees and we increased the
proportion of women running in all the Zones from last year. You can see the blog here:
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/blogs/blog/kelleytemple/2013/10/28/Dear-Women-atNUS-Zone-Conferences-I-have-a-favour-to-ask/

Student Carers (High Priority)

Students Carers’ Research ‘Learning with Care’ was launched on 18th September 2013 and
we received good coverage in at least 4 media outlets
I am currently working on the 5 mini locally focused briefings based on the 7 research
recommendations for student unions to implement the ‘Fair to Care?’ Campaign and 2
national focused briefings on the collecting data and student funding recommendations to

support both local and national campaigning of student unions and women’s groups.
We also met with Carers UK to develop a shared agenda in them supporting our
campaigning work and they will be providing funding for us to provide resources for
various education bodies to provide support for student carers including developing
systems around disclosure and support and training advice staff and organising a carers
summit targeted at decision makers who have the ability to start addressing the lack of
funding for student carers.

Lad Culture (High Priority)

Student Carers Workshops at NUS Welfare Zone Conference both were extremely
successful with over 25 attendees to each workshop and over 50% of the candidates for
welfare zone consequently running on a platform of student carers.
We opened up a Consultation and Call for Evidence for Student Unions and individual
students to begin to shape the national strategy tackling lad culture. On November 26th we
launched the results of the consultation and have opened registration for the Lad Culture
Summit on 14th January to which will bring women’s officers and student unions together
with other key stakeholders involved in all elements of the student experience.
This will enable participants to develop a shared vision on the issue and set parameters for
the commission/working group to respond to ‘lad culture’ in higher education.
We will subsequently organise a working group / commission to develop a national
strategy to respond to lad culture in HE.

Women Student Regional
Forums

Joe Vinson VPFE and I are currently sourcing funding to conduct research and in the
meantime focus groups with FE Students to start to capture what Sexism in Further
Education looks like. I will be delivering a workshop on Sexism in Further Education at
FEstival in December and conducting focus groups with FE Students to establish the
parameters of the FE research
We have written the coordinator roles and need to recruit coordinators for the regions. The
regions will be London, South East, South West, East Midlands, West Midlands, North East,
North West. Delayed on launching this as its not a priority but will have an update for
committee meeting.

Other achievements of my Campaign
Achievement
Abortion Rights Student
Conference and Briefing

Liberation Activist Days (X2)
NUS Women’s Conference
Women’s campaign mailing list

Progress
Thanks to Susuana for organising Abortion Rights Student Conference in conjunction with
Abortion Rights and ULU on Saturday 23rd November and we launched the Keeping
Campuses pro choice briefing with legal advice we have sought with regards to the position
of Student Unions to take a actively pro choice stance in support of their women students
and students with wombs. With anti choice groups trying to harass women on campuses
this conference is really important and I urge NEC to let your networks know and for
student union officers to attend the conference. There was a document which NUS released
saying student unions could not take a position on this issue which we have removed as
this is not accurate information.
In conjunction with team liberation our Liberation Activity Training Days trained over 150
liberation students and officers including running the Women’s Campaign workshop 6
times! Awaiting feedback but initial indicators are very positive.
Organising national women’s conference which will take place on 18/19th March in either
Nottingham or Derby (TBC). Motion Deadline currently 15th December but extended to 10th
January
Monthly newsletter. If you are not on the list please email me to get put on it.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
n/a

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
NUS Zones
European Student Union Board

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Welfare, Soc and Cit, FE, UD
Zagreb, Croatia. Representing NUS UK on a European level

Meeting
What I See Launch
NUS NEC
ULU Women’s Officer Training
Meeting with FOSIS regarding
muslim women I Will Lead the
Way Training
NUS Mental Health Conference
Public Policy Exchange on
Discrimination in the workplace
NUS Liberation Equality and
Diversity Committee
NUS Anti Racism Anti Fascism
(ARAF) Committee Meeting
Abortion Rights Executive
Committee Meeting
NUS Scotland
NSO Annual Conference,
Trondheim Norway
British Youth Council UKYP
Public Speaking Training
London Reclaim the Night

NAWO Why gender should be
on europe's agenda Event

Spoke on the Panel at the What I See project launch in particular about the structural
barriers women face regarding opportunities in education and beyond.
Spoke at the first ever London Women’s Officer Training about nus women’s campaign role
and priorities.
Collaboration and Planning
Helped out with facilitation
Putting students on the agenda and highlighting the need for inclusion of Colleges and
Universities as workplaces for both staff and students.
Subcommittee to the NEC, wider NUS Liberation and E&D strategy and operation planning.
Planning for ARAF Conference in January 2014
With Aisling Gallagher and Susuana Antubam
NUS Scotland Zone Conference
Keynote Speaker at the Norwegian NUS National Conference on the topic of the binary
divide between former polytechnics and universities in the UK.
Training 10 young people in public speaking delivery before the televised house of
commons debate.
ULU Women’s Officer Susuana Antubam organised the London Reclaim the Night Student
Panel which I spoke at and numerous Women’s Committee Members attended the march
afterwards. Report can be read here:
www.nusconnect.org.uk/news/article/womens/London-Student-Women-Reclaim-the-Night2013/

This event is a way to explore the achievements and benefits of European legislation, and how young women as
European citizens can hold their MEPs to account and influence the agenda

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Student Carers
Lad culture
Women and leadership
Regional forums

What I hope to achieve
2 Mini Briefing Toolkits Launched
Lad Culture summit a success and strong media coverage
Mentoring scheme launched
Coordinators in post and first meetings organised.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
University East Anglia SU
Oxford Brookes SU
Greenwich SU

Purpose and anything to report on
Supporting the excellent women’s officer Rachel with prep at student council where council
successfully voted to stop selling the sun and pass zero tolerance policy. Blurred lines
going to referendum
Women’s Officer Campaign planning and support
Women’s Officer Campaign planning and support

Liverpool SU

Women’s Officer Campaign Planning and Support

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union
BBC News
i newspaper
The independant
Edinburgh University
newspaper

Purpose and anything to report on
We commented on the Girlguiding Report on Sexism
Lad culture consultation results
Lad culture consulation results
Student Carers research

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
A wee coffee maker from the
Norwegian NUS

Further comment

Report
International Students Officer
Author:

Daniel Stevens

Date Produced:

06/01/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Discuss/Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Immigration Bill Campaign

Romanian and Bulgarian
Students
International Student
Experience Development Day
Home Office Wins

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
842 letters to MPs urging them to vote against NHS charges and landlords checking
immigration status.
5921 signatures on our petition against NHS charges.
Meeting MPs and other groups in the sector to make sure the voice of international
students is heard in this debate. NUS has been working with a cross sector group including
UUK, Russell Group, Guild HE, Million Plus, Association of Colleges, UKISA and the
Immigration Law Practitioners’ Association to lobby MPs and ensure that government
departments advising on the immigration bill are fully aware of the potential consequences
of the bills proposals and act to avoid them.
NUS has also developed a short survey to help us campaign against the unfair proposals in
the immigration bill. We have already received over 500 responses and are hoping to get
1000.
Raised the issue of poor communication to Bulgarian and Romanian students who had their
loans frozen if they had also requested maintenance.
Ran our annual training event for student officers (and for the first time staff) on the
international student experience. Around 70 people attended. Presentations from the day
are available online.
The Home Office will notify us the minute a sponsor loses its license. Reassurance over the
monitoring of Sabbatical Officers who are international students. Further clarification on
attendance monitoring. We are hoping to get written confirmation that international
students can volunteer and not jeopardise their work status. Successfully created a
mechanism whereby students can get their passports back from the Home Office if needed.

Other achievements of my Zone
Achievement
Open Generation Project
MRN

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
We have started collecting young people’s perspectives on immigration to be able to
change the debate and will promote this campaign over the upcoming months.
We promoted the MRN “Our Day” campaign and I wrote a blog on my experiences being a
migrant.

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Oxford Brookes
QAA Student Advisory Board
UKCISA Board
Westminster Forum
Policy Development Convention
LSE Immigration Seminar
Westminster Forum
SCONUL Conference
City Hall/International
Education Council Workshop

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Presented to the University’s Internationalisation Group alongside with Oxford Brookes SU.
Presented to the QAA’s Student Advisory Board on some of the main issues faced by
international students.
Attended on behalf of NUS.
Spoke on a Westminster Forum on international students. Stated that more needed to be
done to improve the international student experience.
Attended the NUS Policy Development Convention
Presented on an LSE seminar on the impact of Government policies towards international
students.
Spoke on a Westminster Forum on international students. Stated that more needed to be
done to improve the international student experience.
Presented alongside other international students and student officers on a panel about the
international student experience at UK Universities.
Attended a roundtable event to discuss the problems facing the education sector in
attracting international students and to develop practical proposals for improvement to the
system.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Immigration Bill Campaign

What I hope to achieve
1.
We will be presenting our petition to government in an action when the bill is
finally voted on by MPs. As we do not know that date we cannot give you any further
details.
2.
NUS and JCWI will be hosting an event for Lords in Parliament on January 15th to
encourage amendments to the bill.
3.
NUS will be launching an action for Lords as soon as the bill passes to the Lords.
It will include a list for unions of Lords connected to their universities and a letter to send
to them.
4.
NUS will be launching The Great Education Exchange a board game about the
international student experience you can use to lobby MPs and Lords about international
student issues including the immigration bill. See below for more information.
5.
NUS will continue the actions of writing letters to MPs until the vote on the bill.
The actions to write to embassies will continue until the bill has passed Lords.
6.
NUS is working with Migrants Rights Network on a project called Open Generation.
The project aims to highlight the perspectives of the younger generation on migration.
Find out more here: http://opengeneration.org.uk/
Voter registration for international students.

Attendance at events/meetings
Membership Engagement

Launch of our fixed fees for international students campaign.
Meeting with PIE News, British Council for filming, National Indonesian Students Society,
JCWI Lords Briefing Meeting, Exporting Education, UCAS International Advisory Group,
AMOSSHE event, HEA Advisory Group,
Lincoln, Midlands, Bournemouth

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Warwick SU
Sheffield SU
Reading SU

Purpose and anything to report on
Presented to international students on impact of the Immigration Bill
Attended the SU Food Festival.
Presented to international students on impact of the Immigration Bill

Media engagement and external relations
Media Outlet
None

Purpose and anything to report on

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Further comment
Free food from Sheffield Food Festival.
VIP TedX East London ticket.
£200 check for SCONUL Conference. (To be returned.)

Report
NUS Scotland | ANO Alba
Author:

Gordon Maloney

Date Produced:

07/01/2014

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Note

Priorities
Main Priorities
Student support
Postgraduates
Strong, autonomous,
sustainable and appropriately
funded students’ associations
Disabled Students’ Allowance
Strikes
ITCT

Pensions
Sustainable procurement

Asylum-seekers

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
We won at-and-above inflation increases in student loans for HE undergrads and bursaries
for college students – totalling about £15 million
We won the UK’s first ever postgrad student support package, with loans totalling £8000
for a huge number of courses – totalling about £25 million
We are basically finished the first draft (with the Funding Council and Scottish Govt) of a
consultation on college students’ associations – some of this is pretty revolutionary (and I
love revolutions) but some of it is quite technical. Happy to circulate if folk would like.
We’ve responded to the SG consultation on DSA – optimistic about the outcome but there’s
this other thing happening up here in a few months or something that seems to have made
everything else run a little slowly so we’re still waiting on it all.
We’ve been doing lots of stuff around the strikes – attending rallies, mustering support etc.
I took part in the occupation of Edinburgh University and have been working with NCAFC
Scotland and other groups to organise future stuff.
Our priority campaign is rumbling along – Robert has held consultation events with approx.
a million students, we’ve gotten pay-day lenders banned from most of the campuses we’ve
tried, we’ve been lobbying around a major change to bus services in Scotland which would
see much greater council oversight, and we’re launching our Tenants’ Union soon.
We called and held a very fun and festive demonstration outside the Scottish Tory HQ
We’ve been working with APUC for a while on a major change to the procurement
framework for colleges and universities in Scotland which is starting to come to fruition – I
can give details if people would like but apparently some people think procurement policy
is boring.
The SG have launched a new integration strategy for asylum-seekers and refugees which
has been pretty widely welcomed. We’d been inputting into the section on education and
we’ve now been tasked with identifying the issues and solutions on access for AS&Rs. Can
talk more about what I think these are if people would like.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Postgrads
Tenants’ Unions
Travel

Women’s Summit
Access reports
Apprentices
Strikes
Care-leavers

What I hope to achieve
Get even more money for Postgrads
We’ll be launching our Tenants’ Union in the next few weeks – isn’t that great. We’re also
lobbying the Govt to introduce rent controls and there’s an amendment going through
parliament to an upcoming PRS bill
There’s a cracking bill PMB going through parliament about bunching bus routes – so that
private companies would be obliged to take on non-profitable routes in order to run the
profitable ones – and we’ll be doing a lot to ensure support (which right now is pretty oneparty)
Stacey has been working with a huge number of groups from around the sector to organise
a major Women’s Summit
We’ll be launching, super soon, a whole series of reports looking at records on access for
specific groups
Robert will be holding a series of events with apprentices around our National Society of
Apprentices
Doing more fun stuff around the strikes – we’re planning a national demonstration in
Edinburgh and I know how much you lot love them
Who Cares? Scotland (an organisation we work closely with) has secured a life-changing
commitment for care leavers in Scotland and we will continue to work with them as the
new Children & Young Person's Bill is implemented, making colleges and universities
'Corporate Parents'. We're continuing to work with CMs to ensure that care-leavers are
mentioned in their institutions outcome agreements.

Equal marriage

Stage 2 of the bill is coming up in the Scottish Parliament, some shitty amendments to
tackle – working closely w/ lots of others on this

Report
NUS-USI President NEC/REC Report
Author:

Rebecca

Date Produced:

06/01/2014

Committees:

NEC and REC

Action:

Note at NEC. Scrutinise at REC

Priorities
Main Priorities
Apprentice Engagement Day
3/12
National Society of Apprentices
16/12
Initial Teacher Training Review
Consultation 10/12
Pound In Your Pocket Launch
10/12

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Exciting!! First Apprentice engagement event in Belfast Met. First discussions on what it
means to be an apprentice in Northern Ireland and how the student movement can help.
Inaugural meeting of the interim leadership of the National Society of Apprentices in
Birmingham.
Working Jointly with St Marys and Stranmillis Student Unions to create a joint submission
to the DEL consultation looking at the future of teacher training.
Launched the BIGGEST EVER student finance survey in Northern Ireland

Other achievements of my Nation
Achievement
HE Day 15/11
Campaigning and Lobbying Bill
25/11
HE/ FE Staff Day 27/11
DoJ Human Trafficking Group
4/12
Further Haass Submission

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Rachel Wenstone and Debbie McVittie visit to NUS-USI. Delivered at HE Day at QUB
Gave evidence to the Civil Society Commission for Society and Democratic Engagement
@NICVA detailing the negative impact that the Bill will have on NUS-USI, student’s unions
and civic engagement in Northern Ireland.
HE and FE staff networking day in Belfast Met
Attended the Department of Justice Human Trafficking Group Meeting to discuss
interagency response to Human Trafficking in Northern Ireland.
Made further submission to Haass Talks regarding the right of assembly and right of civil
society to organise marches.

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
NEC 20/11
DEL Minister 21/11
US Consul General 26/11
DEL HE Strategy 26/11
NUS Policy Development
Convention 5/12 – 6/12

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
NEC Meeting in London.
Meeting with DEL Minister- Making progress regarding the retention of student governors
Met with the US Consul General in Belfast to discuss future leadership programme and
student engagement in Northern Ireland
Attended a meeting to update on the progress of the DEL Higher Education Strategy
implementation committee.
Attended a Policy Development Convention.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Conference Planning
Liberation Conferences
Meeting with DEL Minister
Meeting with Agriculture
Minister
Meeting with Environment
Minister

What I hope to achieve
Preparations for Annual Conference (22/11 Conference site visit)
Preperation and support for 3 NUS-USI Liberation Conferences
Continuing discussion of FE Governor Role and more…
Hoping to have meeting regarding CAFRE
Meeting in February to discuss funding for green projects in Northern Ireland

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Stranmillis SU

Purpose and anything to report on
26/11 Stranmillis Strategic Planning Day

NEC/231401
Estimates 2014
Key information
Purpose of this document
This document reports back on the expenditure and income of NUS over 2012/13 and the proposed areas
of expenditure in 2014/15. The Estimates is a financial policy document that guides spending throughout
the year. It outlines how much money can be spent on each political area of NUS.
What you need to do
You should read through this document and, if you have questions, contact the person noted on each
report via executiveoffice@nus.org.uk
For the Estimates you can challenge the allocation of finances that is outlined on page 8
423 Such a motion will only be in order if it is composed of two parts:
a) The positive reference back of a specified heading within a budgetary head or heads, indicating that
each specified heading should have the sum allocated to it increased by an amount specified for that
heading;
b) The negative reference back of a specific heading within a budgetary head or heads, indicating that
each specified heading should have the sum allocated to it reduced by an amount specified for that
heading; the total of the amounts specified
in (i) being the same as the total of the amounts specified in (ii).
So
•
•
•

you would need to explain
which heading you want more money to go to
which heading you want this money to come from
And the amount of money that you believe should be reallocated.

Challenges to the Estimates must be emailed to executiveoffice@nus.org.uk (faxes or post cannot be
accepted) by 12:00pm, 5th March 2014.
At National Conference: Delegates will be asked to vote on each challenge received following a short
debate. These challenges will amend the Estimates. Then, conference will be invited to approve the
Estimates by voting on it. If you do not agree with what is in the report you should vote against.
Accounts Checklist
I have read through the Audited Accounts and note NUS’ financial position



Estimates Checklist
I have read the Estimates and considered where NUS will spend its money in 2014/15
th

Someone has been tasked with submitting amendments to the Estimates before 5

March




I know that if I wish to challenge the Estimates I must specify which area(s) must be increased
and which area(s) must be decreased



Read through the document and need more help?
If you require additional information please contact one of the following people:
•

For issues about delegate entitlement, zone committees, reports and policy, amendments to zone
policy proposals & Cross Campus Ballots contact executiveoffice@nus.org.uk

All the above can be contacted at:
•

NUS, Macadam House, 275 Gray’s Inn Road, London, WC1X 8QB, Telephone: 0845 521 0262

National Conference Hub: www.nusconnect.org.uk/conference #NUSNC13
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Introduction
This Document
The 2014/15 Estimates have been constructed to reflect the internal departmental structure of NUS,
which comprises core service areas: Zones, Liberation & Sections; Policy & Delivery Units;
Communications; Strategic Development and Infrastructure Services. Nations and Governance costs are
also shown separately. Donations to support the delivery of SU focussed programmes and services within
NUS SU Charitable Services and NUS Scotland Charitable Services are shown as a separate charitable
donation.
The figures presented in this document, a summary of estimated income and expenditure, are a
transparent and prudent analysis of the financial resources to be committed by NUS to meet its core
political priorities for the year ahead. Following Conference more detailed internal budgets are prepared
by the NUS Trustee Board to ensure ongoing and robust monitoring of the effective use of these
resources. Regular updates on progress against these Estimates are then presented to the National
Executive Council and Trustee Board throughout the year.
It should be noted that this document represents the estimated income and expenditure for NUS UK.
There are a number of related vehicles within the NUS group (for example, NUS Services Limited) whose
budgets are handled within the governance of that body.
The Financial Context
It should be noted that for over ten years NUS produced a deficit at the end of each year, considerably
depleting our reserves. For the past few years we have sought to turn this situation around by posting
surpluses, whilst continuing to drive down our reliance on affiliation fees and improve services and
campaigns and students’ unions.
The Estimates for 2012/13 forecasted a surplus of £25k, with a task on management to improve this to
£100,000 during the detailed internal budgeting process.
The Financial Policy
These estimates reflect wider long term financial policy goals for NUS. These are:
•
•
•

To reduce the percentage of UK HE block grants taken by NUS in affiliation fees to 4%
To enable participation in the HE SU quality model (formerly SUEI) to be free for unions
To not grow NUS’ core headcount (any expansion to be funded through external funding)

We continue to work towards these targets, and separate proposals on reducing the affiliation fee
methodology further are presented to this conference in the Trustee Board report.
This year’s budget and forecast
Last year Conference approved an Estimate surplus of £37k for the 2013/14 financial year and was
challenged with finding further savings. Subsequently the Trustee Board and NEC set a budget of £102k
against which we have compared this year’s Estimates in the narrative that follows.
Forecasts to date indicate that we are on track to achieve this. Considerable work has gone in to
maximising our impact on students’ unions and increasing transparency.
For the year ahead (2014/15) these Estimates show a £36k surplus after having funded the two
charities: NUS SU Charitable Services and NUS Scotland Charitable Services. Following National
Conference the Trustee Board will be tasked with finding, where possible, additional savings or income
with a target detailed budgets surplus of £100k to transfer to reserves.
The core assumption is that most NUS Activity Costs are to remain at the 2013/14 budget levels unless
otherwise stated below. Expenses are similarly forecast to remain in line with the current year.
Campaigns and Programmes
•
Priority Campaign: This area- which funds campaigning priorities inside NUS UK and across nations
will be £70k. This is consistent with 2012/2013. An £50k will be then drawn down from the long
term campaigning fund built up over prior years in order to have extra resource for general election
campaigning
•
Allocation Pot: Each year National Conference allocates a pot of funding to be distributed between
Zones, Liberation & Sections against priorities emerging from Conferences. This pot will £171k a
reduction of £19k on the prior year to fund the additional Liberation officer. However, during the

detailed budget process we will seek to find additional money in order to fund this to the same level
as the prior year.
•
Local Campaigning Capacity: Each year National Conference allocates a fund to drive both
campaigning effectiveness and activism development programmes within students’ unions. This also
supports Liberation activism training. This will be retained at £55,000.
•
Joint Special Projects: A fund of £10,000 has been allocated to assist with supporting specific
projects being run jointly across Zones, Liberation & Sections. Note that the work of NEC coordinating
committees (such as Anti Racism, Anti Fascism) is included here.
•
Long Term Campaigning Fund: The funds of £50,000 built up over previous years will be used in
the coming year to fund general election campaigning.
•
Immigration Campaigning: We believe there is an important policy window in this area and a
critical opportunity to secure future rights for international students. We await the outcome of the
strategic plan, but believe there are strong reasons to assume that international student policy will
continue to grow in importance.
Governance
•
National Conference - A prudent view on costs and income generation opportunities has been
taken to keep the overall net spend in this area to £220k.
•
Democracy & Board- Affiliations to external bodies have been removed from this area and allocated
to their own line for transparency. This area includes costs for the operation of the NUS Trustee
Board.
•
Access - This fund which supports disabled students’ democratic participation across NUS has been
allocated to the Governance category for 2014-15.
•
Liberation Conferences– The subsidy of the liberation conferences has been increased by £25k
over the last two years to reflect increased costs and participation in the campaigns. This year it has
been held at a net £125k.
Income
•
Affiliation fees- Our long term aim for non-grant funded unions (the majority of which are in FE) is
to raise revenue from other sources; the aim for grant funded unions (majority in HE) is to reduce
affiliation fees to an average of 4% of UK Block grants, as compared to around 10% ten years ago.
To achieve this aim, whilst continuing to deliver current activity levels, we have to continue the drive
to greater efficiency and increase external revenue sources. A comprehensive review of Affiliation
fees was undertaken in 2011 with a view to proposing a more effective, simpler, fairer, and
appropriate methodology. We implemented the first stage of the 2012/3 Estimates, reducing the
estimated income from affiliation on fees by almost £150k on top of the year before, which was a
£100k reduction.
As a result of the greater efficiencies that we will be able to achieve now that the union shareholders
of NUS Services have agreed to sell their shares back to NUS we will be able to reduce the overall
take from affiliation fees by nearly £200k in the 2014/15 year.
•
NUS Extra- In the current year NUS Extra card sales are on target to increase by 9% over
20132/13, and the net contribution will be on budget. As a result of the continuing increased
marketing activities, the 2014/15 Estimates assume current levels and sales so the income remains
consistent with 2013/14.
•
Affinity income- As the economic situation remains tight we will continue to drive activity in this
area whilst holding the anticipated income flat at £150k. Once the digital platform has been launched
and is thriving this should enable us to increase business development income much more
substantially.
•
Other Income- this is primarily from Endsleigh investment and affinity income remains unchanged.
These sums have not been affected by the recession. Investment income is a financial return on the
preference shares which NUS holds in the company; affinity income is effectively a sponsorship deal
between NUS and Endsleigh.
Infrastructure
•
Staffing Costs- The total staffing budget provides for a 2% increase cost of living increase on the
current year’s salaries in pay awards, an allowance for annual increments to qualifying staff, and
associated increases in employers’ national insurance as well as assumptions around pension take up
following auto-enrolment which will happen in May 2014. The Estimates assume no increase in the
number of permanent staff employed except where this would be covered by additional external
funding. The organisation is currently in the process of consulting with staff about harmonising,
across the Group: terms and conditions, benefits and moving to a single pay framework. No
incremental costs have been allocated to this in the Estimates.
•
Pensions- The defined benefit pension scheme, SUSS, closed to new members and future accrual in
September 2011. As a result of this we introduced a defined contribution scheme, which has seen
more than double the number of employees participating. As a responsible employer we have both
encouraged participation in the scheme and provided matching at certain levels. The employer’s
pension contributions are included in the staffing costs above. However, we are still required to

•

•

make deficit contributions to the SUSS scheme. The budget for 2013/14 was £276k, this will increase
to £470k in the Estimates, although this also includes payment to the pension protection levy and
cost of death in service. The vast increase in the deficit contribution is a direct result of the SUSS
pension scheme deficit increasing from c£50m to c£75m, which is mostly driven by the diminution in
gilt yields as a result of quantitative easing, so wholly beyond the control of either NUS or the
scheme’s trustees.
Irrecoverable VAT- This is the cost of the VAT on non-vatable services that we provide and a
proportion of the VAT incurred on overheads that is not recoverable. We took steps to reduce in
2012 by NUS UK joining the NUS Services VAT group. We have been able to reduce this further
down to £50k this year, albeit some of the increase in contribution to the charities as to offset some
their respective increase in irrecoverable VAT.
Contingency – We have not included a contingency in this year’s estimates.

Activity Reviews
During the Estimates process a number of areas received detailed attention as follows.
•
Nations- Over the past year or so reviews took place to centralise many administration and finance
tasks previously carried out in Nations to deliver best value for the net grant to each nation,
focussing expenditure on mission delivery and campaigns. With that work complete, we are now
undertaking a review of Nations funding that seeks to examine the respective roles of NUS UK and
each nation; costs; income generation; unrestricted income and the appropriate “share” by nation.
The intent will be to clarify responsibilities and finances to provide each Nation with a stable long
term financial and resource plan.
•
Liberation Conferences- Demand for increased participation continues to grow, but there is a
danger that increasing the budget here would mean spending more on making decisions than
carrying them out. A review of potential income and cost reduction is therefore underway, having had
increases of £25k over the previous two years this has been held at £125k this year.
Risk Areas
Senior Managers have been tasked with finding ways of mitigating risk areas by identifying new (and
realistic) income or reviewing other budgets before the new financial year begins. Following National
Conference detailed internal budgets will be produced and reviewed by the NEC and Trustee Board.

National Conference | Estimates
Layout
The main body of the Estimates details areas of income and expenditure and may be challenged by
delegates to Conference using the methods detailed within this paper.
The Appendices provide the detailed cost heading analysis of income and expenditure, which support the
headline figures reported. The cost headings (cost centres) are revised to reflect restructured services
and are presented in a standard format throughout this document. Most cost headings (or “centres”)
include these three sections:
Staff/Officer Costs
Salaries, Tax and National Insurance, Training and other staffing or officer costs.
Activity Costs
These can include:
•
Travel, Accommodation & Expenses | All travel and accommodation expenses incurred in this cost
centre including cars and incidental expenses for staff, officers and volunteers.
•
Property & Equipment Costs | Any physical costs including annual equipment costs, venues,
telephony, and rental.
•
Communications | Includes publicity, campaign costs, speakers' expenses, photocopying & training
material, printing, stationery, postage, subscriptions/publications and software development.
•
Admin | Includes bank charges, depreciation, and health and safety costs.
Income
This includes all income in this area and explanations are given in the notes.
Additional Assumptions and Notes
The figures appearing under the section ‘Staff/ Officer Costs’ reflect the employer’s contribution of NI and
Tax and employer contribution to the pension scheme. Pension take up is assumed to increase as a result
of auto-enrolment in May 2014.
Any change to the financial information contained within this document will be properly managed to
ensure that the National Union continues to deliver quality services expected by our valued membership.
As was the case last year, externally funded projects do not appear in the Estimates. In principle this
is right because National Conference is not in a position to reduce expenditure or increase income on
what are restricted project funds. This approach also ensures accuracy in the phasing of income. A
realistic contribution to central costs from externally funded projects has been included in other income.
Where income is gathered for specific purposes (e.g. delegation fees) the Estimates contain the net
contribution figure rather than Estimates for both income and expenditure. This is to ensure clarity and
transparency over what is spent or subsidised from unrestricted funds (or example- many events are
shown at £0 because we budget for them to break even (where direct income in delegate fees is the
same as directs costs related to delivery of that activity).

NUS Estimates 2014/15
The ‘Estimates Section’ details the Estimates for NUS for 2014/15. This is the summary section but
background and detail on the numbers in this section can be found in the appendices of this document.
The ‘Estimates Section’ is subject to the following procedures at National Conference.
Extract from the Constitution:
Any students' union wishing to propose changes to the Estimates must do so under the rules set down
under clause 420 of the NUS Rules
Estimates
421 Following agreement between the National Executive Council and the Trustee Board, Estimates of
income and expenditure in the year ahead will be presented to the Annual National Conference by the
President after being circulated to all Constituent Members and National Committees.
422 Constituent Members may table motions to refer back the Estimates or part of them.
423 Such a motion will only be in order if it is composed of two parts:
a) The positive reference back of a specified heading within a budgetary head or heads, indicating that
each specified heading should have the sum allocated to it increased by an amount specified for that
heading;
b) The negative reference back of a specific heading within a budgetary head or heads, indicating that
each specified heading should have the sum allocated to it reduced by an amount specified for that
heading; the total of the amounts specified
in (i) being the same as the total of the amounts specified in (ii).
424 The President will reply in writing to all Constituent Members tabling motions of reference back of the
Estimates or part of them, indicating the implications if such a reference back is passed by the National
Conference
425 Questions on the Estimates may be asked from the floor of the National Conference. Priority on the
asking of such questions will be given to Constituent Members, which have tabled motions on reference
back.
426 If 100 delegates wish to discuss a motion of reference back it will be moved. The President will reply
and the National Conference will immediately vote on the motion.
427 The guillotine will not apply to discussion of motions of reference back of the Estimates.
Questions on the Estimates should be made to the officer Trustee with responsibility for the Estimates,
which this year is Rachel Wenstone, by email to executiveoffice@nus.org.uk
Challenges to the Estimates must be emailed to executiveoffice@nus.org.uk (faxes or post cannot be
accepted) by 12:00pm, 5th March 2014.

NUS Estimates 2014/15 *Note items in (brackets) represent cost areas
Estimates
14/15

Budget
13/14

1. Unrestricted Income
NUS Extra
Affiliation Fees
Other Core & EFP Income
SUBTOTAL

1,500,000
3,906,000
1,487,000
6,893,000

1,500,000
3,906,000
1,502,000
6,908,000

2. Zones, Liberation & Sections
Higher Education Zone
Further Education Zone
Welfare Zone
Society & Citizenship Zone
Union Development Zone
Black Students Campaign
LGBT
Disabled Students
Womens Campaign
Mature & Part Time
Postgraduate
International Students
Priority Campaign
Other Campaigns
Local Campaigning Capacity
Long Term Campaign
Sections Conferences
SUBTOTAL

(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(55,610)
(27,805)
(27,805)
0
0
(27,805)
(108,189)
(171,953)
(55,000)
0
(10,000)
(650,999)

(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
0
0
(26,781)
(70,000)
(190,000)
(55,000)
(20,000)
(10,000)
(612,810)

3. Governance
Democracy
National Conference
National Executive Council
Liberation Conferences
Zone Conferences
Affiliations
Access
SUBTOTAL

(42,000)
(220,000)
(35,000)
(125,000)
0
(20,000)
(30,000)
(472,000)

(42,008)
(220,000)
(35,496)
(125,000)
0
(20,000)
(30,000)
(472,504)

(219,272)
(201,622)
(255,528)
(333,651)
(405,662)
(156,357)
(154,016)
(1,726,108)

(176,314)
(199,632)
(262,642)
(328,118)
(425,209)
(158,825)
(148,627)
(1,699,367)

Details

4. Policy & Delivery Unit
Social Policy Unit
Membership Development Unit
Higher Education Unit
Further Education Unit
Political Strategy Unit
Management & Overhead
Policy Unit
SUBTOTAL

Estimates
14/15

Budget
13/14

(411,001)
(374,398)
(42,739)
(828,138)

(402,646)
(358,206)
(40,775)
(801,627)

(34,890)
(223,054)
0
(149,796)
(20,000)
(64,612)
(290,883)
(333,240)
(227,581)
(255,111)
(1,599,166)

(72,261)
(223,054)
(70,225)
(104,627)
(20,000)
(64,612)
(290,883)
(337,644)
(227,581)
(254,641)
(1,665,528)

7. Other Operating Expenditure
Contingency
Irrecoverable VAT
Pension Deficit Contribution
SUBTOTAL

0
(50,000)
(409,506)
(459,506)

0
(60,000)
(276,415)
(336,415)

8. Infrastructure
Premises (inc Nations)
SUBTOTAL

(409,650)
(409,650)

(723,529)
(723,529)

747,433

596,220

(460,000)
(251,000)
(711,000)

(338,000)
(155,000)
(493,000)

36,433

103,220

Details
5. Nations
Scotland
Wales
NUS-USI
SUBTOTAL
6. Services & Resources
Events & Conferencing Unit
Finance
NUS Headquarters
Executive Office
Corporate Governance
Customer Services
People & Admin
Communications
IT
Strategic Development
SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL
9. Charity (Donations from NUS)
NUS Charitable Services
NUS Scottish Charity
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL

APPENDICES
1 | UNRESTRICTED INCOME
Summary of allocation

NUS Cards: NUS Extra represents one of the major sources of income to NUS. The above figures reflect
a phased programme to increase the net contribution to NUS of the NUS Extra card over the coming
years.
Affiliation Fees
Affiliation Fee Income: The expected income from affiliation fees is anticipated to remain at similar
levels to the current year’s estimate but lower than the actual amount received this year given the
increases in block grants and no change to the methodology as discussed above. As total block grants
have risen this will result in a reduction in the affiliation fee as a proportion of block grants overall.
Affinity Income
Affinity Income: This is income generated by NUS Services for NUS UK from various marketing
initiatives.
Other Income
This includes the following:
•
contribution to overheads from externally funded projects
•
investment income – being preference dividends on the shares Endsleigh granted NUS
•
bank interest
•
sponsorship income – primarily this is from Endsleigh who continue their invaluable support of the
student movement

2 | ZONES, LIBERATION & SECTIONS
Summary of allocation
Zones, Liberation & Sections
Higher Education Zone
Further Education Zone
Welfare Zone
Society & Citizenship Zone
Union Development Zone
Black Students Campaign
LGBT
Disabled Students
Womens Campaign
Mature & Part Time
Postgraduate
International Students
Priority Campaign
Other Campaigns
Local Campaigning Capacity
Long Term Campaign
Sections Conferences
SUBTOTAL

Salary & NEC
Costs
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(55,610)
(27,805)
(27,805)
0
0
(27,805)
(38,189)
0
0
0
0
(344,046)

Activity Costs
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(70,000)
(171,953)
(55,000)
0
(10,000)
(306,953)

Group
Recharge
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Income
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Estimates
14/15
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(27,805)
(55,610)
(27,805)
(27,805)
0
0
(27,805)
(108,189)
(171,953)
(55,000)
0
(10,000)
(650,999)

Budget 13/14
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
(26,781)
0
0
(26,781)
(70,000)
(190,000)
(55,000)
(20,000)
(10,000)
(612,810)

In this section you will find costs relating to NUS’ range of campaigns and programmes and some costs
relating to the relevant full time officers. A detailed explanation of what each area covers is given below
each subsection. Most activity costs in this area 2014/15 are to be allocated following National
Conference based on an assessment of mandates from Conferences, Election manifestos and a test for
membership benefit, hence the “pot” detailed below.
Zones: This area includes the salary and associated payroll costs of the Vice Presidents of each of the
five Zones (Further Education, Higher Education, Welfare, Union Development and Society & Citizenship).
No activity cost is shown as this area, for 14/15, as it is placed in a ‘zones, liberation and student
sections’ ‘pot’ which will be allocated by the NEC post-Conference based on democratic mandates (see
below). Zone Conferences are budgeted to break even. This area does not include the cost of staffing
support which is included in HQ Policy & Delivery Units in Section 3.
Liberation: NUS runs a range of politically autonomous campaigns centred around tackling
discrimination and the rights of particular groups of students. This area includes the salary costs for the
Liberation Officers. There is an increase in the LGBT staffing as NEC voted to fund the two LGBT posts on
a full salary basis rather than a single salary split between two officers. No activity cost is shown as this
area, for 14/15, as it is placed in a ‘zones, liberation and student sections’ ‘pot’ which will be allocated by
the NEC post-Conference based on democratic mandates (see below). Costs for their committees,
programmes or work and campaigns in 2014/15 are allocated from the ‘pot’ below. Liberation
Conferences are covered in the Governance section, and Liberation activism training is within activism
below. It does not include the cost of Liberation staffing support which is included in HQ Policy & Delivery
Units in Section 3.
Sections: NUS runs a range of student sections centred around particular groups of students. This area
includes the salary cost for the Full Time International Students Officer. No activity cost is shown as this
area, for 14/15, as it is placed in a ‘zones, liberation and student sections’ ‘pot’ which will be allocated by
the NEC post-Conference based on democratic mandates (see below). Costs for their committees,
network days and campaigns in 2014/15 are allocated from the pot below. Their Conferences are
budgeted to breakeven. This does not include the cost of staffing support which is included in HQ Policy &
Delivery Units in Section 4.
Zones, Sections and Liberation Pot Allocation: From this ‘pot’ the Zones, Liberation Campaigns and
Student Sections will bid for an allocation after National Conference, based on democratic mandates, the
priorities you set for campaigning and work programmes and a test to ensure these activities benefit
students’ unions. In addition new fund has been created to facilitate joint projects between Zones,
Sections, and Liberation.
Priority Campaigns: The “Priority Campaigns Fund” is the key campaign budget for the year and is
allocated to the campaign(s) chosen as a priority by the NEC. In 2014/15 the priority campaign fund is
likely to be used to fund activity across NUS UK, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland to campaign for
the benefit of students at the next General Election as per the mandate(s) of National Conference.

Local Campaigning Capacity: As well as carrying out National campaigning work, National Conference
has repeatedly mandated that NUS invests in local campaigning capacity. In the coming year this will
focus on three areas; improving the campaigning effectiveness of students’ unions; building a new
generation of student activists through students’ unions; and supporting activism training inside
Liberation campaigns.

3 | GOVERNANCE
Summary of allocation

Section 2 includes costs relating to NUS’ central governance and democratic structures. A detailed
explanation of what each area covers is given below each subsection.
National Conference: This area contains all of the costs and income associated with NUS’ National
Conference, along with some costs that relate to the Democratic Procedures Committee and their
meetings. It also houses the budget for Elections and the Chief Returning Officer. This is a net
contribution figure and thus assumes considerable income from sponsorship and stalls, albeit that this
has been reduced following a review.
Democracy & Trustee Board: This area contains a range of functions essential to the operation of NUS’
Democratic Structures- safeguarding, trustee board costs, committees training, affiliations campaigns,
external affairs and groups and networks. Allocations are made here to cover out of pocket expenses for
volunteers.
Affiliations: This area houses any of NUS’ affiliations to external organisations in the coming year. The
two most significant affiliations are London Citizens, an organisation which NUS is carrying out
considerable partnership work with, and the European Students’ Union.
Access: This area houses central subsidy costs for participation across NUS structures by Disabled
Students.
National Executive Council (NEC): Inside this area are all of the costs relating meetings of the NEC,
its committees, and travel and expenses for the “Block” members.
Liberation Conferences: This area includes all costs and income relating to the conferences of
Liberation campaigns. This is a net contribution figure.

4 | POLICY & DELIVERY
Summary of allocation

This area includes all of the central units that develop and deliver the campaigns determined by
Conference and NEC. Each area combines both capacity building and voice support activity.
Political Strategy Unit: This area houses our campaigns and political strategy staff, as well as the Press
Office and Public Affairs unit. The area here includes staffing on the campaigns effectiveness programme
and activist development programmes, as well as support for Zones, Sections & Liberation Campaigns.
Also included here are a range of central fixed costs including subscriptions and publications related to
press and public affairs. Costs relating to Parliamentary lobbying and receptions are also included here.
The significant change in these Estimates is the movement of the campaigns officer from here to the
Priority Campaign as it is anticipated that their work will be almost entirely focused around the general
election.
Higher Education Unit: This unit includes staff support for research and policy in all areas of Higher
Education, as well as regional support staff that specialise in HE issues. Not included but run from this
area include a range of HE projects funded by HEFCE, the QAA and the Higher Education Academy.
Further Education Unit: This unit includes staff support for research and policy in all areas of Further
Education (including both union development and education issues), as well as regional development
staff who specialise in FE support. This year an additional subsidy for FE training has been allocated.
Social Policy Unit: The Social Policy Unit houses research and policy staff support for Welfare, including
areas like Accommodation, Student Funding and Student Health, the externally Home Office funded Faith
project, as well as research support for all four of NUS’ liberation campaigns.
Membership Unit: This unit includes staff support for the Union Development Zone, as well as support
for key areas of SU membership benefit such as the provision of Returning Officers. Some areas of work
such as Union Governance, Officer Development, and regional support staff who specialise in Democracy
& Governance issues were moved into the English charity last year.
Policy Unit: This policy unit houses Policy support for the National President and NEC; special projects;
Chief Executive areas and long term policy analysis and support, as well as staff carrying out one off and
special projects on behalf of the Nations.
Management & Overhead: This includes management and support costs across the Policy & Delivery
Units, including professional fees and staff meetings and central management support for the NUS
Nations.

5 | NATIONS
Summary of allocation

NUS’ Nations work is devolved and autonomous. This section reflects the costs of running each
operation’s support, management, administration and activity costs in the coming year. They do not
include any central Nations management costs, nor any contribution to overheads or infrastructure at
NUS UK.
Scotland: This includes all management, support, campaign, conference and activity costs in Scotland.
Scotland goes on to produce its own detailed budgets scrutinised and approved at its own conference.
Wales: This includes all management, support, campaign, conference and activity costs in Wales. Wales
goes on to produce its own detailed budgets scrutinised and approved at its own conference. The main
change this year is to add the costs and income of the nascent Welsh translation service.
Not included but run from this area are a range of projects.
NUS-USI: NUS-USI is a partnership arrangement between NUS UK and the Union of Students in Ireland.
Unlike for Wales and Scotland, income from unions in Northern Ireland is allocated directly here (hence
the apparently much smaller contribution) and funds from external sources cover management, support
campaign and activity costs in NUS-USI in the coming year.

6 | SERVICES & RESOURCES
Summary of allocation

Services & Resources includes the Events team, Chief Executive and National President, as well as NUS’s
share of the cost of running the Group’s People/ Admin, Finance Events and IT functions.
Events & Conferencing: This area houses the events & conferencing department, provided by NUS
Services, delivering central events organisation and support, and events support costs.
Finance: This area includes the shared service cost of finance being provided by NUS Services. This
includes all staffing and financial administration costs.
NUS Headquarters: This area has now moved to NUS Holdings.
Executive Office: This is a new area formed to provide better support to the President, Chief Executive
and the various Trustee Boards. It does not represent incremental cost, rather a redistribution of roles
that were formerly in different places.
Corporate Governance: This area includes costs of the Board meetings and the governance of NUS.
Customer Services: This area includes the shared service cost of customer services being provided by
NUS Services. We are anticipating some savings as a result of driving efficiencies in this area.
People & Admin: This area includes the shared service cost of Human Resources being provided by NUS
Services.
Communications & Marketing Unit: This area includes costs relating to NUS’ corporate
communications functions, including communications strategy, web and print staff, and support for key
marketing projects inside NUS such as the NUS Awards and Friends of NUS Schemes. Much of the cost is
shared with NUSSL to achieve maximum efficiencies.
IT: This area includes the NUS contribution to the shared service cost of IT and Web being provided by
NUS Services, as well as all external costs relating to our web hosting companies that provide the
infrastructure for nus.org.uk and NUS Connect. The increase in this area is reflective of the generally
increasing costs of meeting a more diversified working practices with respect to IT and electronic
equipment.
Strategic Development: This area includes Chief Executive and National President’s costs as well as
costs relating to the Senior Management Group and their meetings and a range of legal / strategic
development costs.

7 | PREMISES, PENSION AND VAT
Summary of allocation

In this section you will find costs relating to infrastructure, SUSS pension deficit and irrecoverable VAT.
Premises: This area includes costs those costs of running each of our buildings in London, Cardiff,
Edinburgh, & Belfast.
Irrecoverable VAT: This is an estimate of the amount of VAT we will be able to recover on the provision
of non-vatable services to our members. We have been able to achieve some savings in this area.
Pension Deficit Contribution: This is the cost of our share of the SUSS pension deficit. As detailed
above it has increased significantly this year. Also included are the costs of the pension fund levy and life
assurance for staff and FTOs.

8 | THE CHARITIES
Summary of allocation

NUS Charitable Services
NUS Scottish Charity
Total Zones Liberation & Sections

Estimate
2014/15
(460,000)
(251,000)
(711,000)

Budget 2013/14
(338,000)
(155,000)
(493,000)

NUS Charitable Services Limited
is registered with the Charity Commission.
The charity is responsible for ensuring students’ union excellence and has five main roles.
•
Students’ Union Quality Assurance
•
Strategic Support
•
Student Opportunities
•
Students’ Union Officer and Staff Development
•
Ethical and Environmental
This section does detail anticipated core costs. Over the next year, as we win new externally funded
projects or renew existing ones our intention if for them to move into the Charity.
•
•
•
•

•

Students’ Union Quality Assurance: This unit includes the implementation and continued
development of the Student Union Quality Mark.
Strategic Support Unit: This unit is focused on supporting Unions’ development, including HR
support, and is not restricted to those in difficulty or crisis. They perform diagnostics and the source
appropriate professional and cross-Union assistance for those Unions that require it.
Student Opportunities: This unit focuses on supporting Students’ Unions in their work to involve
students in non-academic work, such as sports, activities, volunteering, student media, RAG.
Student Union Officer and Staff Development Unit: This area houses all of our work to support
officer development, including the officer development programme, FE Leadership, and SU’s event in
the summer, as well as staff development support including job advertising revenue, costs for NCVO
membership for all unions and support for professional groups, as well as the new Talent
Management Programme.
Ethical and Environmental (E&E): The E&E team provide ethical procurement support to the
purchasing consortium as well as running environmental behavioural change programmes within over
100 Unions and nearly 50 universities. The team won £5m of funding for unions to accelerate their
green initiatives in the 2013/14 year.

NUS UK will make a donation of £460k in 2014/15 towards the operating costs of the Charity. This is a
£122k increase on the prior year reflecting:
a) A number of activities that have been transferred to the Charity from NUS UK
b) Partially offset by increased income in the Charity
NUS Scotland Charitable Services
is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation registered with the Office of the Scottish Charity
Regulator (SC043361).
Working with students’ association in Scotland the charity delivers a programme of work promoting
excellence in student leadership and staff development, supporting students’ associations to enhance
their governance and democratic effectiveness. The charity also hosts externally funded projects which fit
with our charitable purposes and reflect the needs of students’ associations and students in Scotland.
•

•
•
•

Think Positive promotes good mental health and tackles the negative attitudes that exist about
mental ill health. The campaign researches the experiences that students have and whether they
may cause mental health concerns and gives students and student support services in institutions a
better understanding of the best way to support students.
Investing in Scotland’s Global Citizens works with students, young people and employers to
increase the number of Scottish students taking study aboard opportunities and raise the profile of
studying abroad to students and the wider community.
Partnerships for Change works with college students’ associations affected by mergers enabling
them to develop as sustainable, autonomous and well- funded student representative bodies.
NUS Scotland Charitable Services is proud to work with Sparqs, an agency which puts students at
the heart of decisions being made about quality and governance of the learning experience.

NUS UK will make a donation of £250k in 2014/15 towards the operating costs of the NUS Scotland
Charitable Services.

Motion Submission
A New Deal for the Next Generation
Proposed by:

Toni Pearce

Seconded by:

Hannah Paterson, Raechel Mattey, Colum McGuire, Rhiannon Hedge, Joe Vinson

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. Continued attacks on the prospects of students both in education and in their communities represent a
whole generation let down by those with power
2. A feeling of powerlessness and precariousness is increasingly common among the rising generation,
squeezed by global recession and biting financial pressures, uncertain about its prospects and its future
3. We too often feel let down by politicians who fail to speak on our behalf in a world where the odds are
already stacked against us
4. Young people and students’ prospects continue to worsen due to rising unemployment and living costs
5. Evidence from Ipsos Mori public opinion polling shows more than two thirds of people believe the UK
government does not adequately consider future generations in the decisions it makes today
6. The next UK general election is due to take place on Thursday 7 May 2015
NEC Further Believes:
1. At the 2010 general election, just 44 per cent of those aged 18 to 24 voted, compared 76 per cent of
the over 65s
2. The introduction of individual voter registration (IER) threatens to further reduce the number of
students and young people voting
3. The gulf in voting levels between the generations leaves young people losing out in policy terms
4. That it is through students working with communities across the UK that we stand the best chance of
achieving a new deal for the next generation.
5. That NUS’ approach to the general election needs to be both local and national, supporting students to
win locally and on a national level. To win for students we will need public support, and this is best
achieved through working together with people in the communities we live in and finding common
cause.
6. That NUS analysis of the 2011 census data demonstrates that there are over 60 constituencies in the
UK with over 10 per cent full time students, and that the strength of the student voice and the student
vote should be reaffirmed at every opportunity.
NEC Resolves:
1. To campaign for a new deal for the next generation across the themes of education, work and
community
2. To use the opportunity of the next General Election to win for students both locally and nationally
3. To continue and develop the new campaigning partnership between NUS and the Trades Union
Congress (TUC) to work together for a better deal for students and workers through a strong collective
voice
4. To work with external allies and partners to maximise voter registration and electoral participation
among young people and students to ensure their voices are heard
5. To launch a general election hub in 2014, and support every students’ union to develop their own
election strategy - supporting students to win both locally and nationally.
6. To empower students and to connect student communities with wider society, including through
continuing our community organising work and training students as community organisers on their
campuses and in their communities.

Amendment 1
Proposed by: James McAsh
Seconded by: Rosie Huzzard, Gordon Maloney, Charles Barry
___________________________________________________________
Delete NEC Further Believes 4 and 5
Add
NEC Further Believes
4. That NUS’ approach to the general election needs to be both local and national, supporting students to win
locally and on a national level.
5. To achieve a new deal for the next generation we will need public support, and this is best achieved through
working together with people in the communities we live in and finding common cause.
NEC Resolves
7. To campaign nationally for political parties to adopt NUS demands, taken from policies passed or ratified by
National Conference, and chosen by NUS NEC.
Amendment 2:
Proposed by: Rosie Huzzard
Seconded by: James McAsh
Delete Believes 6
In Further believes 5 delete 'support students... national level'
Delete Further believes 6 from 'and that the strength'
Delete Resolves 2
Delete Resolves 3 from 'to work'
In Resolves 3 change 'the Trades Union Congress (TUC)' to 'TUC'
In Resolves 5 delete 'supporting students.. locally'
Add:
Believes: That while we want everyone to adopt NUS policies, we must focus on Labour, as the main
opposition to the Coalition and a party with major input from the trade unions.
Resolves: To make one focus a fight for Labour to adopt NUS policies on issues including education
funding/student support, cuts and privatisation. The FTOs should initiate discussions with Labour-affiliated
unions and left-wing Labour MPs with this aim, and report back to the NEC.

Motions
Motion 1: A review that matters to everyone not just Wales
Proposed by:

Stephanie Lloyd

Seconded by:

Toni Pearce, Raechel Mattey, Rhiannon Hedge

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. A wholesale review of Higher Education Funding in Wales has been announced by the Welsh
Government
2. Although the detailed terms of reference are yet to be announced we know that the main
areas of focus for the review will be:
a. How course are funded
b. How students are funded and supported
c. This will all be reviewed with an increased focus on part time study and widening access
3. The NUS Wales President will have a seat on the review
4. The review is not due to report back until after the Welsh Assembly elections in 2016.
5. The review presents us with a real chance to take the work of the Imagine Education
Commission NUS Wales ran last year and change the parameters of the debate away from
fees and debt and challenge them to think about how they can create an education system
that truly works for students across Wales.
6. The Welsh Government has already committed to the broad recommendations of the Imagine
Education Commission in their ‘future of Higher Education’ policy document released in 2013
7. We have to ensure that we turn their previous commitments into legislation and solid
recommendations of the review.
8. We want to use the research of Pound In Your Pocket Wales, our ground breaking research
on part time students and Imagine Education as the evidence base for our lobbying.
9. We have to ensure that the length of the review does not silence public debate on education
funding.
NEC Resolves:
1. Due to the size and scope of the review we need to ensue as a UK organisation that we are
maximising the opportunity it presents not just in Wales but as best practice if we win for the
rest of the UK.
2. That NUS UK will provide more organisational support and resource to NUS Wales for the
duration of the review.
___________________________________________________________
Motion 2: For a United Europe with Open Borders
Proposed by:

Rosie Huzzard

Seconded by:

James McAsh, Gordon Maloney, Kelley Temple

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. The right-wing agitation about Bulgarian and Romanian workers coming to Britain.
2. The rise of UKIP.

3. That the rise in right-wing, nationalist agitation is resulting in such things as a major increase
in racist bullying in schools (source: ChildLine).
NEC Resolves:
1. To issue a statement saying that all migrants should be welcome here and that “strain” on
jobs and services is a result of the government's cuts, which seek to boost profits and the
wealth of the rich at the expense of all workers.
2. That this statement should also condemn UKIP, oppose British withdrawal from the EU and
advocate a united fightback to level up conditions and rights, and win greater democracy,
across Europe and beyond.
3. To make these themes a major part of our campaign around the 2014 Euro-election and
2015 General Election.
___________________________________________________________
Amendment 2.1: Challenging rhetoric and turning out voters
Motion Title

For a United Europe with Open Boarders

Proposed by:

Steph Lloyd

Delete all and add
NEC Belives:
1. The European elections will to be held on Thursday 22 May
2. The European elections often have a much lower turnout than the General Election which
leads to an increase of power in the hands of voters that vote for far-right parties and
candidates.
3. Currently the UK is represented by members of the BNP in the European Parliament and both
Nick Griffin and Andrew Brones are seeking re-election.
4. The rise of UKIP is symptom of a much wider political narrative of the mainstreaming of antiimmigration rhetoric
5. NUS has a proud history of opposing racist, fascist and xenophobic views and also a proud
history of campaigning against this European elections.
NEC Resolves:
1. For NUS UK to continue a principled stance on being pro-immigration and to challenge the
wider racist, fascist and xenophobic views that feed into the rise of far-right political parties.
2. For this to the one of the main themes of our European elections.
3. To ensure NUS UK pushed voter registration and voter turnout for the European elections.
___________________________________________________________
Amendment 2.2: For a workers' Europe

Proposed by: Edmund Schluessel
Add & Replace

Replace NEC Believes 2 with: 2. There has been a rise in support for UKIP. Rather than try to
counter the conditions which fertilise the ground in which UKIP grows, both the government and the
Labour opposition have pandered to and fanned the flames of xenophobia
Replace NEC Believes 3 with: 3. That the rise in right-wing, nationalist agitation is resulting in
such things as a major increase in racist bullying in schools (source: ChildLine) as well as incidents
of violence against international students.
Add NEC Believes 4. The European Union has contributed to conditions fuelling this hate, for
example through imposing devastating austerity on Greece which has opened the space for the rise
of the neo-Nazi Golden Dawn.
Add NEC Believes 5. Supposed ‘free movement of labour’ in the EU is rigged in favour of
employers, with EU rules contradicting the principle of equal pay for equal work, member states
allowed to discriminate against migrant workers, and many members including the UK making
heavy use of opt-outs from EU protections on working rights.
Replace NEC Resolves 1 with: 1. That ‘strain’ on jobs and services is a result of the government’s
cuts which seek to boost profits and the wealth of the rich at the expense of all workers. NUS will
issue a statement condemning racism in all its forms and arguing for a united fight of workers and
students from all backgrounds to oppose austerity and fight for adequate provision of jobs, homes
and services.
Replace NEC Resolves 2 with: 2. That this statement should also condemn UKIP and support the
unity and solidarity of working class people across Europe, in opposition to the bosses’ EU. The
statement should support a united struggle of all European workers against brutal (and often EU
enforced) austerity as part of a programme of internationalism, fighting for the liberation of the
oppressed, the levelling up conditions and greater democracy worldwide.
Add new NEC Resolves: To support trade unions organising to end the super-exploitation of
migrant labour and fight for a living-wage for all workers.
Add new NEC Resolves: To oppose discriminatory rules which guarantee unequal access to
benefits, state support and the NHS in the UK
Motion 3:

3 Cosas campaign

Proposed by:

Rosie Huzzard

Seconded by:

James McAsh, Gordon Maloney

Committees:

NEC

NEC Resolves:
1. To support the ongoing “3 Cosas” campaign by outsourced University of London workers, and
advertise and promote it widely.
2. To ask the VP Society & Citizenship to meet representatives of the campaign to discuss
working together.
3. To mobilise Constituent Members for the 27-29 January strike.
4. To donate £400 to the strike fund
___________________________________________________________
Motion 4: Cops off Campus!
Proposed by:

Rosie Huzzard, Edmund Schluessel (composited)

Seconded by:

Gordon Maloney, James McAsh, Arianna Tassinari, Amy Gilligan

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. The struggle waged by students up and down the country against police, legal and
management repression last term, under the slogan “Cops off campus”, in connection with
support for workers' struggles (the national HE workers' pay dispute, the University of
London 3 Cosas campaign).
2. The police brutality meted out at the University of London (UoL) in 2013 was part of a
concerted attempt to crush protest and dissent through force
3. As well as at UoL, university managements at Sussex, Birmingham, University of Ulster,
Edinburgh and Sheffield have colluded with police and the state in attempts to crush
protests, victimise participants and often institute ‘bans’ on occupations and other forms of
direct action. In Cambridge, police have attempted to recruit students to spy on student
activist groups
4. The ‘cops off campus’ protests that took place at the end of last year showed enormous
anger exists against this repression and a determination to fight the attacks is present
among ordinary students
5. The scale, scope and overall significance of these attacks on democratic rights make this a
crucial national issue for our movement which requires an adequate national response from
NUS
NEC further believes:
1. The growing intolerance of dissent by university managements is linked to the marketisation
and privatisation of higher education. Universities, more and more run like private
businesses, consider democracy an unaffordable and easily disposed of luxury.
2. It is in the context of austerity and of huge attacks on education that democratic rights are
being undermined
3. Democratic and civil liberties have been won by working people over generations of struggle
and must be vigorously defended
4. The demonstrations that were called at short notice over this issue, saw thousands taking to
the streets and joining campus protest
5. That this swift response, organised by anti-cuts students and left students union leaders was
effective and helped ensure that the police lacked the confidence to enter University of
London campuses or attack protesters on 11 December
6. Now our movement must demand the right to protest on campus as part of our campaigns to
end the cuts, the privatisation of the student loan company, attacks on bursaries and grants
and for decent pay and conditions for all university staff
NEC Resolves:
1. To support and promote the London demonstration on 22 January and the Birmingham
demonstration on 29 January.
2. To call and mobilise for a mass national demonstration in defence of the right to protest and
against the attacks on higher education later in the term
3. To create a legal fund to support students facing unfair treatment from their
university/college management or the police
4. To establish an NEC working group to develop “Cops off campus” policy calling for a law
which empowers students' unions to decide the terms on which the police can enter or
operate on campuses
5.





To demand the following:
Stop police violence- cops off campus
Drop all charges against arrested protesters
For the right to demonstrate on and off campus. Stop university management’s disciplining
students for protesting
For a student and trade union led inquiry into police violence at the University of London

___________________________________________________________
Amendment 4.1: Supporting vulnerable groups on campus
Motion Title

Cops off Campus!

Proposed by:

Colum McGuire

Add:
NEC believes:
students, particularly those vulnerable to hate crime, feel safer having a police
presence on campus and NUS should not dispute or put that in jeopardy through its policy or action.
2. Some of our member students' unions have partnerships and relationships with their local police
service where they can engage constructively, act as a critical friend and receive funding for crime
prevention work. It is not the place of NUS to criticise or undermine that.
3. It is right that NUS should criticise police actions where that is warranted, and support those of
our members who wish to adopt a 'cops off campus' policy but in such a way that relationships that
provide students with safety and security are not put at risk.

Add:
NEC resolves:
1. To support students' unions who wish to have 'cops off campus'.
2. To be clear that supporting any 'cops off campus' action relates only to those students' unions
who wish to adopt a similar approach.
3. To continue to support our members with crime prevention work on campuses and in
communities for the safety of students.
___________________________________________________________
Amendment 4.2: Cops off Campus.
Motion Title

Cops Off Campus!

Proposed by:

Rachel Wenstone

Delete
NEC Resolves 2, 3, 4 and 5
Add
NEC Resolves:
2. Continue to support students’ unions and students campaigning to defend the right to protest,
and against the privatisation of their campuses. Re-launch our Occupations and Protest Guidance,
ensuring that students’ unions are equipped with the arguments against university management
seeking to criminalise protest.
3. Continue to work with trade unions on the right to protest, and help students’ unions and trade
unions work more effectively together on this issue.

4. Continue to work with Defend the Right to Protest and Green and Black Cross, and look into
working with other appropriate support groups on supporting students facing criminal charges.
5. Continue to press the Mayor of London for an inquiry into police tactics and behaviour towards
protestors in London. Work with Andrew Dismore, GLA member for the area to ensure Boris Johnson
is held accountable for the action of his police force.
6. Call on the police to drop unjustified charges against students arrested during the protests in
November and December.
7. Call on UUK to condemn those universities attempting to criminalise students and make their
campuses protest free zones.
___________________________________________________________
Amendment 4.3: For accountable and responsible policing
Motion Title

Cops off Campus!

Proposed by:

Charles Barry

Seconded by:

Peter Smallwood

Delete all and replace with:
NEC believes:
6. The police are an important public service. Police work is in essence a moral enterprise: to
uphold justice and the law and protect those weaker than others.
7. Police officers do a difficult job often under often testing circumstances. They are public
sector workers who strive to perform an essential task and are relied upon by society to
perform this fairly.
8. Policing in the UK is conducted through separate police forces, which are all autonomous of
government. Their practices and policies vary widely.
9. There have been many instances of where the police have failed to do their job. The
Macpherson report and the Commission for Equality and Human Rights have condemned
police forces for institutionalised racism. The inquest into the death of Mark Duggan showed
that the police systematically misled the public.
10. We must defend our rights and civil liberties, including the right to protest.
11. We must expose, confront and condemn policing that fails to serve the public.
12. We must recognise that the police serve our members on a daily basis, helping to deal with
crimes such as thefts and burglaries.
13. Many Constituent Members have positive interactions with the police and it would be wrong
to write these off over regional incidents. National policy should reflect the diversity of our
experiences with the police.
NEC resolves:
1. To press for an independent inquiry into the policing of recent student protests in London.
2. To write to the Mayor of London and the Home Secretary in this regard.
___________________________________________________________
Motion 5: Focus E15 Mothers
Proposed by:

Rosie Huzzard

Seconded by:

Kelley Temple, Tabz O’Brien Butcher

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. A group of 29 young mothers in Newham, East London, have set up a campaign called
'Focus E15 Mothers' to stop the hostel they live in being closed.
2. This group of women is facing considerable hardship and is getting very little help from
Newham Council or their landlords, East Thames.
3. Focus E15 Mothers have been asked to leave at different times, some are being told to look
for private accommodation, and some have been given offers of alternative accommodation
in places as far away from their homes as Manchester, Birmingham and Gloucester.
4. Focus E15 Mothers are demanding suitable, permanent social housing in London.
5. The housing these young families are in is inadequate but could
become worse if they are moved.
NEC Further Believes:
1. This is an attack on working class women.
2. Campaigns like this are central to women's liberation.

NEC Resolves:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Send a press release stating our support for the Focus E15 Mothers campaign.
Donate £50 to the Focus E15 Mothers campaign.
Offer further support as the campaign develops.
Support future, similar campaigns led by working class women, looking to the Women's
Campaign for guidance.

___________________________________________________________
Motion 6: Stand up to racism and fascism – supporting UN Anti-Racism Day 2014
Proposed by:

Aaron Kiely

Seconded by:

Malia Bouattia, Matt Stanley

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. A day of action against racism has been called for across Europe to coincide with the marking
of the United Nation’s International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination in 2014,
with eyes on the European elections in May.
2. These elections are set to be dominated by racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and the
scapegoating of minorities – Muslims, immigrants, Roma, Black and Asian communities.
3. Across Europe the fascist and populist racist right are on the rise. From the violent Golden
Dawn in Greece, the anti-Roma Jobbik in Hungary, the Islamophobic Freedom Party of Geert
Wilders in the Netherlands to the success of the Front National in France, these currents are
encouraging hatred, fear and prejudice in a frightening wave across the continent.
4. In Britain the far right is hoping for gains in the Euro elections. The British National Party
(BNP) is seeking the re-election of Nick Griffin in the North West and Andrew Brons is seeking
re-election in Yorkshire and the Humber.
5. Following the rising violence of Golden Dawn and the murder of anti-fascist rapper Pavlos
Fyssas, (also known as Killah P), the Greek anti-fascist and anti-racist movement has

proposed that next year’s UN Day Against Race Discrimination on March 21/22 should be the focus
for actions against racism and fascism across Europe.
6. ChildLine reported a 69% rise in the number of calls from children who were victims of racist
bullying in school.
NEC further believes:
1. The Tories and UKIP look set to try to outdo each other in their calls for draconian ‘antiimmigration’ policies and promoting a ‘Little Englander’ anti-foreign, anti-Europe mentality.
2. The ‘go-home’ vans sent out by the Home Office over the summer were a sign of things to come
as immense hostility has been whipped up towards Bulgarian and Romanian migrant workers who
gained the right to work in Britain in January.
3. Such campaigns simply whip up racism in general and induce a ‘blame game’ for falling living
standards and squeezed incomes that falls on visible minorities in stepped up discrimination,
institutional racism, abuse and violence.
4. This all encourages currents like the English Defence League, which turn their Islamophobic
prejudices into real attempts to terrorise the Muslim population – attacking Mosques, assaulting
veiled women, insulting religious sensitivities with vile slogans and throwing pigs’ heads, and
organising intimidating marches into Muslim communities.
5. While there is a real threat that openly racist parties may win the 2014 Euro-elections in some
countries, this can be prevented by the widest possible unity against them and the mobilisation of
the broadest progressive forces and students can play a vital role in this.
NEC Resolves:
1. To re-affirm NUS’ commitment to the elimination of racism in all its forms.
2. To join the individuals and organisations signed up to support the ‘Stand Up To Racism’ rally and
demo on the 22nd March that includes Frances O’Grady (TUC General Secretary), Rabbi Lee Wax,
Emily Thornberry MP, Peter Hain MP, Diane Abbott MP, Claude Moraes MEP, Natalie Bennett (Green
Party), Farooq Murad ( Muslim Council of Britain Secretary General), Don Flyn (Director Migrant
Rights Network), Habib Rahman (Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants Chief Executive),
Morris Beckman (43 Group Co-Founder), Leon Silver (East London Central Synagogue President),
Phyllis Opoku-Gyimah (UK Black Pride Executive Director), Gerry Gable (Searchlight Editor), The
Sikh Federation UK, (Sylvia Ingmire Co-Ordinator / CEO Roma Support Group) and 20 General
Secretaries of trade unions across Britain.
3. To encourage students to attend the demonstration in London and hold activities on their
campuses around the day of action.
___________________________________________________________
Motion 7: Stop the privatisation of student debt
Proposed by:
Seconded by:
Committees:

Aaron Kiely
Matt Stanley, Malia Bouattia
NEC

NEC Believes:
1. Building the movement to stop the government selling off the student loan book to private
companies is an urgent priority.
2. George Osborne confirmed during the Autumn Statement in 2013 that the government is going
ahead with plans to sell off student loans taken out between 1998-2012. According to Mark Russell,
chief executive of the Shareholder Executive, which manages a string of taxpayers’ assets, the
student loans will start to be sold off in 2014.
3. In November the government sold off student loans worth £900m to a private debt collector for
the bargain basement price of £160m, in a deal which included all the student loans taken out
before 1998.
4. There is widespread concern that handing over our student debt to private companies will lead to
an increase in the financial burdens placed on students and graduates, as the new owners of the
debts hike up interest rates in order to make more profits. These concerns are well placed given
the fact that:
a. A secret report for the government has revealed, in order to make sure the student loan book is
profitable for private companies the cap on interest for repayments would need to be increased or
removed all together. This proposal would cause student debt to soar and represents a
retrospective hike in tuition fees.
b. The Minister for Universities, David Willetts, made clear to a parliamentary select committee last
June that it is very easy for the rate of interest to be hiked up: “In the letter that every student
gets there are some words to the effect that government reserve the right to change the terms of
the loans.”
5. In light of this, David Willett’s reassurances that the terms and conditions on student loans will
not be changed following the privatisation of the student loan book ring hollow.

NEC further believes:
1. The growing movement to stop the sell off of student loans must be built and fully
supported.
2. The Student Assembly Against Austerity has called a week of action against the privatisation
of student debt from Monday 3 – Friday 7 February 2014. At the time of writing 45 campuses
have signed up to take part in the week of action which will include a broad range of campus
based creative actions, protests and petitioning. On Friday 7 February to week of action will
end with a ‘debt in’ outside the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills which is
responsible for selling off the loans.
3. An Early Day Motion (Sale of Student Loans 542) has been put down in Parliament to gather
political opposition to the plans to privatise student loans with 50 MPs signed up so far.
4. On Budget Day, 19 March, the Student Assembly Against Austerity will be organising a
national day of action to stop the sell-off of student loans, oppose education cuts and the
wider austerity offensive.

NEC Resolves:
1. To support and promote the national week of action to stop the privatisation of student debt
which is taking place from Monday 3 – Friday 7 February 2014.
2. Encourage students to lobby their MPs to sign up to Early Day Motion 542 on the ‘Sale of
Student Loans’.
3. Support the national day of action on Budget Day, 19 March, called by the Student Assembly
Against Austerity to oppose the sell off of student loans, education cuts and the wider
austerity offensive.
___________________________________________________________
Amendment 7.1: Stop the sell-off, secure the terms, stop public money funding for-profit
providers
Motion Title

Stop the privatisation of student debt

Proposed by:

Rachel Wenstone

Delete all and replace with:
NUS Believes:
1. Government plans for funding undergraduate higher education is in complete disarray.
2. The government grossly underestimated the real cost of the new higher education funding
regime. For every £1 lent to students through the Student Loan Company, it is estimated
that the government will only recoup on average 46p.
3. Forcing debt onto students as a way of funding universities is an experiment that is failing.
The system of debt is unsustainable, and the same generation faced with increased fees, will
be forced to pay for the mess left by the new funding regime.
4. In the Autumn Statement, the Chancellor announced plans to lift student number controls for
institutions in England. Although we support the principle of universal access, this policy is
badly thought through and uncosted. The government plans to rely on the sale of the student
loan book to fund this policy, and to continue relying on the sale of loan book going forward,
despite the fact it is not yet possible to sell the 2012 loan book.

5. National media outlets, including The Guardian, have reported on the ‘black-hole’ in the BIS
budget – due primarily to private providers, with designated funding, recruiting significantly
more students than expected. Consequently, the National Scholarship Program and Student
Opportunity Fund have been removed or threatened in order to give public money to private,
for-profit providers who use it to make money off the back of students.
6. The Government has consistently and conspicuously failed to secure the terms and conditions
of student loans in primary legislation, which means they can be changed without a vote in
Parliament.
7. A leaked document, authored by Rothschilds, made it clear than in order to make loans
profitable for sale the government would either have to change terms and conditions of
lenders, or underwrite the amount of profit the company should expect to receive from
recouping the debt.
8. NUS has taken a strong stance against the sale of the loan book and any change in terms
and conditions, and the National President gave evidence to a hearing of the BIS Select
Committee in December to that effect.
9. NUS received assurances from the Minister for Universities and Science that he would not
look to change the terms and conditions on loans, but as it stands this is a hollow assurance
and in any case there is no guarantee that it would extend beyond the 2015 General Election.
Further Believes
10. Students wishing to return to study at Level 3, over the age of 24, have been forced onto the
same loan regime as higher education undergraduates.
11. NUS won concessions on loans for apprentices over 24, but there are still many students
forced to take loans in further education. There has been no clarity on the sale or change in
terms and conditions of those loans, and the government has remained silent on the future
of level 3 funding for over 24s.
NUS Resolves:
1. To make three demands of Government:
- Do not sell the student loan book
- Secure past, current and future student loan terms and conditions in primary legislation
- Stop designating public funding to for-profit alternative providers
Ensure all of these demands are made in reference to both loans in further and higher education.
2. Encourage students to lobby their MPs to sign up to Early Day Motion 542 on the ‘Sale of
Student Loans’.
3. Organise action in reference to the demands above, during the national week of action,
taking place between Monday 3 – Friday 7 February 2014.
4. Organise action on the Budget Day, 19th March 2014, against the use of public money
funding private for-profit providers.
Motion 8: Stop the Lobbying Bill
Proposed by:

Toni Pearce

Seconded by:

Rhiannon Hedge, Raechel Mattey, Colum McGuire, Joe Vinson, Stephanie Lloyd,
Peter Smallwood

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. The Transparency of Lobbying, Non Party Campaigning and Trade Union Administration Bill
(‘Lobbying Bill’) represents an attack on the ability of charities, non-government
organisations, trades unions and students’ unions to have their voices heard in the run up to
a General Election
2. The almost halving of the amount of money that charities and non-government organisations
can spend on non partisan campaigning in the run up to a General Election threatens to
seriously inhibit the ability of NUS, students’ unions and activist groups to influence policies
during the 12 months before a General Election
3. It is a fundamental right of civil society that organisations can join together to influence
political parties and the political process for the benefit of their members
4. The Lobbying Bill does not sufficiently tackle the influence of big business and the private
sector in the political process
NEC further believes:
1. The Commission for Civil Society and Democratic Engagement has been instrumental in
leading an evidence based call for changes to the lobbying bill
2. The government have conceded a number of significant amendments to the Lobbying Bill
which increase the amount of money that organisations in the nations, as well as smaller
charities (including students’ unions), can spend in the year leading up to a general election
3. The government have also conceded significant exemptions to the Lobbying Bill which include
the translation of materials into Welsh, making materials accessible to disabled people and
security around rallies and demonstrations, as well as all activities coordinated by the
Parades Commission in Northern Ireland
4. A review of the bill has been hard fought and won by the Commission
NEC Resolves:
1. Celebrate the very significant concessions that have been won by civil society organisations
and students’ unions through the Commission for Civil Society and Democratic Engagement
2. Continue to argue for staff costs to be excluded from the cost of campaigning
3. Continue to campaign for greater clarity around the opportunities for organisations to work in
coalition with each other on general election issues
4. Continue to lobby for an increase in constituency level spending limits for campaigning
organisations before a general election
5. Continue to campaign for an increase in the overall spending limits for campaigning
organisations before a general election
___________________________________________________________
Amendment 8.1
Proposed by: James McAsh
___________________________________________________________
Seconded by: Rosie Huzzard, Gordon Maloney, Charles Barry
___________________________________________________________
Add
NEC Further Believes
5. The Bill is irredeemably bad and whilst we should continue to fight for concessions, it would be
better if it were withdrawn entirely.
NEC Resolves
6. To continue to make the case for the Lobbying Bill to be withdrawn entirely.

Motion 9: Support the Strike

Proposed by:

Edmund Schluessel

Seconded by:

Arianna Tassinari, Amy Gilligan

Committees:

NEC

NEC believes
1. Due to the intransigence of employers the dispute over pay and conditions for university staff
represented by Unite, Unison, UCU and EIS, is ongoing. It is likely that further strike action
may take place in February
2. This would be the third strike that has been called over a 1% pay offer, which represents a
real terms wage cut. This comes after many years of declining wages. Academic staff have
seen a real-terms pay cut of 13.8% since 2009
3. Many of the workers taking part in action will also tell you that their reasons for striking
include ever increasing work-loads, low-pay, casualistion, zero-hour contracts, bullying and
discrimination
4. Many students are among those who will be striking, including the many thousands who rely
on teaching and part time work to continue their studies
5. Both of the previous two strikes drew wide support from students, many of whom joined
rallies and pickets in support of those on strike
NEC further believes
1. NUS correctly took a position in support of the last strike. The blame for disruption students
might experience as a result of strike days lies with employers and the representatives of
university managements
2. The issues the strike relates to directly affect students. Under-paid, overworked and
undervalued staff are never going to be able to give students the best possible help and
support, however dedicated they may be
3. This strike is part of both the fight to defend education and to beat back the brutal austerity
policies that are seeing jobs destroyed, living standards decimated and the future for the
next generation snatched away
4. Strikes are the most powerful weapon working people have to fight to change things for the
better – they demonstrate the huge potential power of workers
5. For students, this strike may be a minor inconvenience in the short-term, but the long term
damage that’s being done to education will have far more detrimental effects if it goes
unchallenged
NEC resolves
1. To stand in complete solidarity with workers taking strike action in our universities
2. To produce a leaflet for distribution on campuses, explaining why students should support
strikes and attend picket lines to bring support and solidarity
3. To make the campaign to support the strike a top item on the NUS website and use social
media networks to publicise it
4. To write to all students unions advising them to host joint public meetings with campus trade
unions in the run up to the strike to attempt to raise awareness of the issues and build
support for the strike
5. To officially support students who take the decision not to cross picket lines and to produce
material explaining why doing so is an act of solidarity and is part of a proud labour
movement tradition
6. To include encouragement not to cross picket lines in the top article on the NUS website and
in the leaflets produced
___________________________________________________________
Amendment 9.1: Students' rights during industrial action
Proposed by: Edmund Schluessel

___________________________________________________________
Add Resolves:
To disseminate legal information on the rights of students in not crossing picket lines, to help
student staff know their rights & to outline to constituent members what support NUS can provide in
defending students victimised for supporting strike action.
___________________________________________________________
Amendment 9.2: Safe Space on Campus
Motion Title

Support the Strike

Proposed by:

Charles Barry

Seconded by:

Emma Barnes

Add believes:
14. Campuses and places of study should be spaces where at all times students and academics
can feel safe and secure, including during industrial action.
15. Constituent Members are politically autonomous organisations. We should accept that they
may have differences of opinion with NUS and we should respect their right to make policy
specific to their campuses.
16. Our members are intelligent individuals, who may have important reasons for crossing a
picket line during industrial action.
17. Intimidation and aggressive behaviour towards students who cross picket lines is bullying and
should be opposed. We can make our case without resorting to such behaviour.
18. Trade Unions have frequently said during previous industrial action how they valued the
support of NUS. We should continue to offer it to them.
Add Resolves:
1. To continue to communicate the issues surrounding the dispute to Constituent Members and
invite them to discuss in their democratic processes what action they should take.
2. To condemn harassment and intimidation of students on campuses during industrial action.

